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1 INTRODUCTION 

when one thinks of angular momentum it is probably in terms of 

rotation of classical bodies. The galaxies, the earth, or perhaps 

tops (gyroscopes) come to mind. From these objects we have an intui~ 

tive feeling for certain aspects of rotation: the flow pattern can be 

rigid as in a top~ or more complicated (with strong irrotational 

components) as for water in an oval container, depending on the 

internal re; and the moment of inertia depends on this flow 

ttern, as well as on the shape. Nuclei can rotate, and the above 

concepts have a direct applicability, but nuclei are much more complex 

and in ting than classical rotors. They have important quantal 

aspects and further, are ~finite" systems. being composed of a rather 

small number of nucleons. The first of these properties implies some 

restrictions on the rotation and the second means that there are also 

important single-particle or non-collective effects in nuclei, as well 

as a continuous variation between collective and non-collective pro

perties. At one limit, the nucleons act coherently and collective 

bands develop that follow the I(I + 1) rotational pattern to within a 

percent or two and have transition probabilities 200 times larger than 

a single particle would have; at the other limit, a few individual 

nucleons may carry all the angular momentum of a high spin state. 

Between these limits we find sometimes a complex behavior and other 

times a co-existence of these simpler limiting behaviors. The study 
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of nuclei high angular momenta can be cast into the form of under-

ding first these two limits themselves, and then the interplay 

between them as the in increases. 

It is not di icult to trace the development of these two limiting 

situations. Single-particle angular momentum was implied immediately 

by the shell model of nuclei which was conceived in the 1930's (see 

Bethe and Bacher 1936)~ but bloomed only after 1949 (Mayer) with the 

recognition the importance of spin-orbit splitting. Isomers with 

ins 7/2, 9/2, or even 11/2, based on particles in high~j orbitals, 

were the first high-spin states and also some of the early direct 

evidence in support of the shell model (Goldhaber and Sunyar 1951). 

It is, in principle, straightforward to align the angular momenta of 

many particles to make a high~spin ate, but reasonably pure shell~ 

model (non-collective) states with more than three or four aligned 

partkles (and spins higher than 10 or 12h) are not so common. The 

double-closed-shell region of lead is exceptional in that states with 

ins up to 20 or 30h can be explained to high accuracy with only the 

shell model and modest residual interactions (Blomquist 1979). 

Rotation of nucl was proposed by Bohr (1951,1952), based on the 

understanding that such a mode was required by the existence 

strongly deformed shapes. Fi''om very early there were was evidence 

that such shapes existed (Casimir 1936) and there were ideas as to how 

they might arise from the appropriate number of particles in a shell 

model potential (Rainwater 1950). The art of calculating nuclear 
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potent<ial~energy surfaces as a function of spin and shape parameters 

has been refined many times, using modified harmonic-oscillator, 

Woods-Saxon, and, most recently, Hartree-Fock shell-model potentials, 

of which generally give reasonable agreement with the shapes that 

are observed. The moments of inertia were a problem for a few years, 

way to the shell-model structure to a coll ive moment of 

inertia, by cr the tial, was envision in 1954 (Inglis) 

and 1 r shown to the rigid-body value for moment of 

inertia (Bohr and Mottelson 1955), two to three times larger than 

rved. This discrepancy was recognized to be due to the 

negl of "residua<l interactions,u but a quantitative explanation had 

await the understanding of nuclear pairing which came in 

1958 (Bohr, Mottelson and Pines). The pairing correlations introduce 

strong irrotational components into the flow pattern of nuclei, and 

thus reduce the moment of inertia ~riffin and Rich 1960, Nilsson and 

Prior 1961). Recently it has been possible to identify the reduction 

of the pairing correlations with increasing spin, and the attendant 

rise of the moment of inertia toward the originally predicted 

rigid-body value. 

It was, of course, recognized that there was likely to be a full 

range of behavior between these limits (Bohr 1952). For low-spins the 

relevant region of "vibrational-like'' nuclei has resisted a simple and 
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sati fying treatment and is still an area of intense study. In the 

higher-spin range this problem came into sharp focus in 1971 (Johnson 

al) when a discontinuity (called backbending) was observed in 

sever a 1 

found 

ational bands at spins around 20h. This behavior has been 

be due the breaking of a pair of high-j particles. and 

aligning its angular momentum directly with the call ive one 

by ning particles (Stephens and Simon 1 ). These 

onal nuclei are clearly taking a step toward the non-collective 

limit. At this point in 1975 (Bohr and Mottleson) there came the 

insight that the non-collective shell-model states could be viewed as 

tes due to the ~~effective~~ rotat·ion of a nucleus about symmetry 

axi • This the great advantage of giving the average energy of 

these s 

at ion 

from the moment of inertia for the corresponding rigid 

(It has the disadvantage of being frequently mistaken for a 

true collective rotation). From this viewpoint~ one would conclude 

that the lowest~lying states over a rather broad ran of high spins 

should~ on the average be non~collective, corresponding to effective 

rotat·ion an obl symmetry axis (the largest moment of inert·ia 

a given deformation in this range). This led to the idea that the 

high-spin states of some nuclei (the maximum spin that can survive 

fission is 60-70h) might be completely non-collective and thus have an 

inherent irregularity that would give rise to some isomers (Bohr and 

Mottelson 1974). Such isomers would be very convenient for study~ and 
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were indeed found at spins up to -30h. However~ they do not seem to 

occur at the very highest spins. where nuclei appear to prefer some 

kind of compromise between the collective and non~collective 

behavior. It is important to understand the nature of this 

compromise. Are there still rotational bands, and if so, how good are 

they and what is their moment of inertia? Can one still hope to 

iden fy aligned particles, and if so, how many and which one What 

is the shape of nuclei under these conditions? These are today 1 s 

questions, and this review will aim at defining what we know about 

them and how we are trying to find out more. There have been several 

reviews covering these aspects of high spin states (Bohr and Mottelson 

1974; Newton 1974, Lieder and Ryde 1978). Reviews covering other, or 

more limited, aspects will be mentioned where appropriate. 

The experimental approach to high-spin states has relied on only a 

few methods for production. Radioactive decay was the first. Early 

evidence for shell~model isomers came mostly from s~decay studies 

(Goldhaber and Sunyar 1951), and a-decay provided systematic evidence 

for the occurence of rotational states up to spins of 6 or 8 in the 

actinide region of nuclei (Asaro and Perlman 1953), just at the time 

the rotational model was proposed. Coulomb excitation refers to the 

purely electromagnetic excitation of nuclear states (usually in a col

lision where there is insufficient energy to penetrate close enough to 

involve the nuclear forces). This process was essentially born with 
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rotational model, and immediately established the large electric

quadrupole ansition probabilities implied by deformed nuclei (Huus 

Zupancic 1 ). Projectiles with high charge (heavy ions) were 

found to exci successively a number of rotational transitions 

(AI = 2) in a single collision, culminating in 1977 (Fuchs et al) with 

the excit on t h . 30 ~ . 238u . 2osPb . a s ate av1ng a 1n us1ng proJec~ 

tiles. Coulomb excitation has the advantage of giving transition 

moments as well as high spins, but can reach only about half way up to 

the highest nuclear spins, and thus eventually gave way to a third 

method. When two nuclei collide at energies above the Coulomb 

ier, one of main processes can be fusion, in which all 

angular momentum of the initial system is retained. The amount of 

angular momentum depends on the projectile, bombarding energy, and 

impact parameter, and va 1 ues up to about 25h wet~e brought in by 4He 

tiles during the first experiments in 1963 (Morinaga and 

Gugelot). By 1968 phens et al) 40Ar projectiles were used and 

they can easily bring more than lOOh into the compound system. This 

method, then, brings in all the angular momentum the nucleus can hold; 

the problem is to identify what happens in those events involving the 

highest angular momentum. It is not so difficult to isolate even 

from a par cular channel leading to a certain final product nucleus, 

but even then, above about 20 one finds essentially no resolved 

lines ause the population is spread over too many states. Accord~ 

ing to taste, some experimenters have responded by following the 
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resolved lines further up in spin (and down in intensity) or by 

hunting for isomers that would provide much greater sensitivity for 

measuring resolved lines. The current spin record for states based on 

resolved lines is 37h (Khoo al 1978) and an average~ with hard 

work~ might be 30h. Other experimenters have developed techniques to 

extract information from unresolved spectra. These include multi~ 

plicity filters, sum spectrometers, correlation methods, and, project

ing slightly into the future, 4u multiplicity detectors. Both 

oaches will be reviewed here, together with some prognosis for the 

future. 
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2 PHYSICAL CONCEPTS 

In this section the concepts underlying the study of high angular 

momentum sta will be discussed. The that limit angular 

momentum in nuclei will be considered in the first part, and the areas 

will covered in this review defined. The second part of this 

ion ll attempt convey the overview which is currently emerg-

of physics of very high spin states. Finally in the last part 

ailed calculations currently made for high spin states will be 

described. We will not concentrate on the calculations themselves, 

but on the physical input to them and the kind of results that come 

out. 

2.1 lar Momentum Limits 

The ase "high angular momentum," as applied to nuclei can mean 

several things. In the very light nuclei it refers generally to the 

maximum angular momentum that can be generated by valence nucleons; 
8 for example, it would be around 4h for the p-shell nucleus Be, and 

8h for the sd~~shell nucleus 20 Ne, This limit exceeds lOOh for 

nucl around mass 170, ana is effectively replaced by lower limits, 

most generally the instability again fission. Between these 

regions, for 40 ~ A ~ 100, the highest angular momentum that can be 

conveniently studied is limited by what can survive the particle 

evaporation cascade that follows production of the compound nucleus, 

The nt review will be limited to the highest of these mass 
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regions, A ; 100. Even with this limitation, ''high angular momentum" 

is used at the present time to refer to two spin ranges: The highest 

ins accessible (~6on) or the highest spins that have been well 

studied (~2on). The latter of these ranges has been exciting, with 

the discovery of backbending and its subsequent interpretation in 

terms of band crossing (Johnson and Szymanski 1973; Sorensen 1973). 

Indeed, a spectroscopy band crossings is currently developing. 

However. although the phenomena and concepts from this region will be 

important here, the present review will aim at the highest spins it is 

possible to study. 

It is not possible to specify a maximum angular momentum for 

nuclei without specifying a time scale. For example, a target and 

projectile nucleus may be in contact momentarily with as much as 500h 

in the system. The way angular momentum is transferred into the 

internal degrees of freedom of the two nuclei is one of the fascinat~ 

ing aspects of deep inelastic collisions, but such a system cannot 

fuse. and the angular momentum ·is largely returned to the external 

degrees of freedom as the system separates. In order to live longer 
~20 than -10 sec, a system must have a non~vanishing barrier against 

fission~ and the point at which this occurs can be readily estimated 

using the liquid~drop model (Bohr and Kalckar 1937). This model 

considers the nucleus as an incompressible fluid with volume, surface, 

Coulomb and rotational (based on the equilibrium shape) energies. Its 
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success in giving average nuclear potential energies under various 

conditions been impressive from the earliest days of nuclear 

physics. The ular momentum for which the fission barrier vanishes 

has been calcul by Cohen, Plasil and Swiatecki (1974) and is shown 

as a function of mass number (along the line of e~stability), by the 

solid curve in Figure 1. This represents the maximum angular momentum 

liz nucleus could contain$ and is about lOOh for 

A ~ 0. It i lower both for higher mass numbers (because of the 

increasing Coulomb repulsion) and for lower mass numbers (because of 

the lower surface energy and the higher rotational frequencies 

required by the smaller moments of inertia). If cold nuclei could be 

uced at these angular momenta, spectroscopic studies might be 

possible up to near this limit. But the heavy-ion fusion reactions 

that bring in this much angular momentum also bring in of order 40 MeV 

of excitation energy (or more), greatly increasing the fission pro

bability. In order to prevent fission (where most of the angular 

momentum goes into the relative motion of the fragments), another 

process must 

t h i s c an on ·1 y 

ite the nucleus. and at such excitation energies 

particle evaporation, The time scale for particle 

evaporation (at these excitation energies and for normal binding 

energies) is lo-17 to lo-18 sec, and in order to slow the fission 

down such times, a fission barrier of the order of the neutron 

binding energy (~a MeV) is required. The dashed line in Figure 1 is a 
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line corresponding to an 8 MeV fission barrier, below which particle 

evaporation should dominate. Between these lines, or in the time 

range 10~17 ~10~21 sec, essentially only fission of the system can 

be studied, and there is little information about this region. When 

the decreasing level density slows the particle evaporation suffi~ 

ciently (-1o-15 sec), or the excitation energy is below the neutron 

binding energy, y-ray emission takes over and de-excites the nucleus 

to its ground state. The angular momentum removed by the particle 

evaporation is small if neutrons or protons are evaporated (lh per 

particle) but can be quite large (up to 20h) for a-particles 

(Section 3). An estimate of the maximum angular momentum surviving 

the particle evaporation has been made based on y-ray and a-particle 

emission probabilities, and is shown as the dotted line in Figure 1. 

Between the dashed and dotted lines (lo-17 -10~15 sec) the states 

can be studied by means of the evaporated particles~~a method more 

sensitive to the nuclear structure than fission, but much less sen

sitive than y~ray decay. The present review will cover only they-ray 

studies of high angular momentum states, which have access to the 

region below the dotted line in Figure 1. It is easy to understand 

why these studies have centered first around the region A - 140, where 

spins up to Ohare accessible. 
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2.2 Nuclear Rotation 

Our i about high spin states have undergone important 

developments recently at now make possible a reasonably simple and 

unified description of this subject. Various aspects of nuclear 

havior have been recognized for some time. The most obvious perhaps 

j s occurrence co 11 ive and non-collective (or single-

le) excitation~ and almost as familiar are classical. quantum-

ic features. The present section is aimed at 

cl fying the relationship of these concepts to one another. and at 

cribing the interplay among them with increasing angular momentum. 

The p carrel ions introduce strong irrotational components into 

the nuclear flow pattern, and make the subject more complex at the 

lower in values. However, almost all estimates indicate that these 

correlations will quenched due to Coriolis effects by angular 

momenta ~3on, so this aspect will not be emphasized. 

The collective limit is one we must understand, and the basic 

nuclear system here has been found to be an axially symmetric rotor 

th quadrupole deformation. For a more complete discussion of this 

sub see Bohr and Mottelson (1975). Such a system with two 

equivalent axes 1,2 about which it can rotate has a Hamiltonian of the 

form: 
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L 

where is a moment of inertia th is taken here to be 

constant~ but whose value depends on the internal structure of the 

tem. The energy of a rotor of this type can be expres either in 

terms the angular momentum: 

I(I + 1) 

or in terms of the rotational frequency, w: 

Deviation from rigid~rotor behavior can be expressed as an expansion 
2 either in I(I + 1)~ or in w ; the latter generally converges 

better. The rel ionship between these is just: 

w ~ h[I(I + 1)]112 

To relate w to rotational transition energy, E , we have: 
y 

2. 

3. 

4. 
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ri t si is 

1) l (': 

1 
--~- [E (I + 1) 2 rot 

i fi cany 

sitions. This 

E 

the 

1 

t one~h f the 

trans it ion energy is 

14 

5. 

(I 1)] ~ 

conective 

relationship~ th the 

transition energy~ is 

a readily measured 

quanti It is can also be related to the angular momentum: 

(41 2) 6. 

onships are for perfect rotors; whereas in real nuclei the 

moment of inertia is not completely constant, introducing 

'lie 1ons to these expressions. 

limit we are considering is a single-particle one, where 

the motion each particle is nearly independent of the others. The 

in s ies and involves coupling various numbers of single particles 

axis 

collective core--in the above case, to the rotor. The 

on include single particles coupled to the symmetry 

(K * O) was made in the original paper by Bohr 
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(1952), and this does not modify Equation 5. or 6. However~ an impor~ 

tant coupling for high~spin states is of the single particles to the 

rotation axis~ and in such a case Equations 5. and 6. must either be 

modified, or must be considered an 11 effective 11 value. This idea 

and its implications will be discussed at several points in this 

review, especially in Section 6.3. 

The moment of inertia of a classical rotor depends on both the 

shape and the flow pattern, of which the latter is expected to be 

rigid in nuclei at high spins. The shape of a rigid ellipsoid can be 

expressed in terms of the parameters, a and y, defined so that the 

semi-axes r. are related to the mean radius R by; r. = a.R, 
1 1 1 

where: 

O'COS(y 2'IT) 
3 a "' e 1 

crcos(y + ~'IT) 
= e 7. 

a e
crCOSy 

3 "" 

For small deformation this gives 6R/R ~ e ~ 1.5a and e ~ 1.6cr. Such 

an ellipsoid has moments of inertia: 
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8. 

where is the rigid sphere value, and the axes may be permuted 

lically. Values of can be obtained from the expression for a 

rigid sphere given by Myers (1973). From the equivalent sharp radius 

the matter distribution (Blocki et al 1977): 

Rs 1.28A113 - 0.76 + O.SA-113 fm 

the value for a sphere is: 

4MR~ 
~ 0.01913 A R~ (fm) -1 MeV 

The effect of a diffuse surface can be added simply by: 

2 
iff ~ 3 sharp + 2Mb 

9. 

10. 

11. 

where b is dth of the diffuse region 1 normally around 1 fm. For 

ori tion one can use the simpler expression: 

R = 1. Al/J fm 12. 

which s to: 
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A~5/3 MeV 13. 

For an obl 

around the symmetry axis, 11~ or perpendicular to H, 1, the lowest 

order ansions of Equation 8. are illustrated in Figure 2. Triaxial 

s will fall between these limits, and for this reason are not 

considered explicitly here. These expansions begin to deviate signif-

icantly om expressions around s = 0.3, and for s values 

near 0.8, the exact P-1 moment of inertia becomes larger than the 0-11 

one. in contr to the situation shown in Figure 2. It is interest-

ing that the liquid-drop shapes of minimum energy as a function of 

in reflect this behavior, being moderately deformed and obl 

through most of the spin range and becoming prolate in the A= 150 

region when Breaches values around 0.8, just prior to fission. The 

energy trajectories based on these four cases of c·lassical rigid 

rotation and Equation 2. are shown in the right part of Figure 2 for 

B = 0.3. The lowest energies are for an oblate shape rotating about 

the symmetry axis; corresponding to its largest moment of inertia. 

The earth is oblate for precisely this reason; however, real rotating 

nuclei are generally not oblate due to the shell effects, as will be 

discussed shortly. 

For systems where the quantal aspects are important, the 

preceeding discussion has be clarified, since these systems cannot 
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rotate collectively about a symmetry axis--there is no way to orient 

th t to such an axis. It was understood for some time 

at this meant tr1ese degrees of freedom were cant ned in the single~ 

partic.Je motion. However, when Bohr and Mottelson (1975) considered 

aligning particle angular momenta along a symmetry axis, they realized 

on the the energy was the same as rot ing system 

c·lassically about th axis. They ha.ve stri ly shown this only in 

the approximation, but it is generally believed to be true 5 

or approximately so, for realistic nuclear systems. Particle angular 

mome aligned along a nuclear symmetry axis are then viewed as an 

.. ~~~j_':.! rotation of the system about that axis. Thus the trajec-

torie in the right part of Figure 2 all have meaning for 

nucl · the solid ones are true collective rotations, having smooth 

energies and strongly enhanced E2 transition probabilities. whereas 

dashed lines are the average location of irregularly spaced states 

singl cle character. Both features of the latter~type 

sugg that isomers should be reasonably probable, and these 

exp ations have led to a number of searches for them, as discussed 

"in ct ion 5. 

To is picture the microscopic aspects of nuclear structure mu 

add Nuclear levels in a potential well are grouped together 

ls in very much the same way electrons are in an atom. 

rta"irl nucleon numbers (11 magic numbers 11
) comp.lete shens and have 
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extra ability in analogy to the noble gas electronic structures. 

However, when nuclei deform, the shells change, so that the number to 

complete a shell is different, Thus. in general, a given nucleon 

number will prefer that shape which makes it look most nearly like a 

c·losed shell, These 11 Shell effects 11 can be as large as 10-12 MeV~ 

(the double-closed spherical shell at 208Pb), but on the average 

might be 3,A MeV, Comparing w-ith the right side of Figure 2, it is 

apparent that 3-4 MeV is larger than the full spread of liquid-drop 

shapes up to I - 30 • Thus below this spin (for A- 160) the nuclear 

shape is determined mainly by shell effects. Around I ~ 60, however, 

the spread in Figure 2 is -10 MeV, considerably larger than the normal 

ell s. so that here one expects only oblate shapes rotating 

around the symmetry axis {non~collective behavior with isomers) or 

prol shapes rotating collectively (smooth bands and no isomers). 

Since these behaviors appear quite different experimentally, there is 

hope to learn about the shapes and dynamics of nuclei at these spin 

values. Neither the exact evaluation of Equation 8. nor the consi~ 

deration of larger deformations changes this pattern. The P-1 and 0-11 

shapes become closer in energy with increasing deformation, and even 

cross. but they remain well separated from the other types. 

Shell effects are the larger features of the microscopic structure 

of nuclei. There are also smaller features that depend on specific 
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nucleon orbitals. high angular momentum states the so-called 

il intruder" H s are es ially important. These are the high-j 

orbitals om the next higher shell which are brought down by the 

spi it inter ion (h1112 into theN= 4 shell or 11312 into 

N ~ 5 ell~ for example). When nuclei rotate~ there is a 

01 is on individual nucleons, which tends to align the 

cle angular momentum with that the core tion (Stephens 

1 ), and which is in general proportional to j (it is an I·j term in 

Hamil ton i an ) • intruder orbi ls thus feel the strongest 

ali ing force, and the phenomenon known as backbending corresponds in 

A 

is in 

ion~ breaking a 

ular momentum 

ir of 11312 neutrons and align

one (~lon total) with the core 

lar momentum, which is so of order lOh. This alignment 

ting with respect to the picture we have been developing of 

high spins, It is a p toward the non~collective limit. 

From ound state. where all the angular momentum is collective. 

the nucleus has gone over to a state where only half is collective and 

the er h f ~is carri two individual neutrons that do not 

collective motion at all. From a slightly di 

ent point view one can say at these two neutrons follow rather 

circular orbitals in the plane in which the prolate nucleus is 

ting. They therefore constitute a triaxial bul whose build~up 

11 lead toward an oblate nucleus with angular momentum along its 
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symmetry axis. Th·is sub,iect wnl be considered again later in this 

ion and ·11 an important element in Section 6.3 when detailed 

behavior at very high angular momentum will be discussed. 

At the other limit. where the angular momentum is non-collective, 

the individual particle orbits can in principle, and sometimes in 

fact, identified. Here, collective features come in as residual 

interactions between the particles, and when enough particles are 

involved, these build up coherently and lead to deformations. This 

subject is discussed in Section 5. It now appears that at high spins 

the nucleus strongly prefers to use both collective and non-collective 

modes for carrying angular momentum~ and there is some hope that this 

will be y understandable as a superposition of several nearly 

pure si le particles coupled to a collective core. 

2.3 Calculations 

It is not our purpose to discuss the detailed calculations of 

nuclear properties at high angular momentum. However, a brief summary 

will be given to orient those not familiar with this subject~ to pro-

vide some for easy access to more details~ and to give some 

background for results that will be used 1 The whole shell-model 

concept involves calculating the individual nucleon orbits in the 

average potential generated by the rest of the nucleons. It was the 

introduction in 1949 (Mayer) of a large spin-orbit (!•!) term to a 

harmonic oscillator or square well potential that made the shell model 



work so well for spherical nuclei. By 1 Nilsson had introduced a 

formation term to the harmonic oscill 20 
potentia.l (and 

an 2
2 term fl it) and calculated the levels of deformed 

nuclei. Since this "ad hoc" potential did not have the proper 

behavior for large deformations, Strutinsky (1966) devised a procedure 

norma·! ize its the liquid-drop model. 

Pairing could be in a reasonably le ( imation 

(Bohr 1958). This modified harmonic oscillator (MHO) model has 

been enormously success deformed nuclei. It was reasonably 

s ghtforward ~~ this potential around the x axis by adding 

a culate the orbits in a potential rotating with 

uen w ( gtsson et al 1975; Neergaard et al 1975, 76; Andersson 

al 

variation 

(Neergaard 

)" Some resul of this procedure will be shown below. A 

is approach is to use a Woods~Saxon (WS) potential 

al 1977). This removes some problems in the average 

moment of inertia having to do with the 2
2 rm in the MHO poten

tial~ but on the whole seems to give very similar results. A basic 

improvement has the introdu ion of the ( HF) 

tenti , where self consistency between the potential and calcul 

orbits is required. Pairing can be included in a more fundamental way 

in the Hartree-Fock-Bogulubov (HFB) method, making this approach very 

promising (Mang 1975, sler all976a,Goodrnan 1979). Resul are 

now becoming avail le for the high-spin region and again they seem 
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not di much from the MHO or WS potentials. At the present time 

the r opment of, and experience wi , the MHO potential 

makes it still qui competitive with the others. 

The moment of inertia is a concept that will be used throughout 

this review, and it seems worthwhile to note how it is obtained from 

such micros ~ calculations. The cranking formula was developed in 

1954 by Ing1i and is given by: 

2 
~ 2b 

where jx is ator for infinitesimal rotations about the x 

14. 

s and ~i is the eigenvalue for the state i. Bohr and Motte1son 

showed in 1955 at an evaluation of Equation 14. for an anisotropic 

harmonic oscillator leads to the rigid-body moment of inertia, in 

ite of the ct that only partly filled j-shells contribute and 

individual terms can be as large as 10-20 percent of the sum even when 

are 200 nucleons. Pairing decreases by reducing the matrix 

elements in the numerator of Equation 14., and also by increasing the 

energy difference in the denominator (Nilsson and Prior 1961); how~ 

ever, the details of that reduction will not be important here. An 

essential point is that to obtain the moment of inertia for call ive 

rotation the sum in Equation 14. runs only over the non-diagonal 
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matrix el The diagonal matrix elements give the aligned 

an lar momentum. For the case where the rotation axis (x) is the 

symmetry axis~ jx is exact'ly diagonal, resulting in no non--diagonal 

matrix elements in Equation 14 .• and a vanishing collective moment of 

a. This result corresponds to the inhibition of call ive 

tions about a sYmmetry axis for a quantal system, as discussed 

earlier. If one es include part or all of the aligned angular 

momen in inition of a moment of inertia, it must be an 

ive moment of inertia. This point will be discussed further in 

ion 6. 

fir output of results from any of the calculations mentioned 

is the behavior individual orbitals with increasi rota-· 

tiona·l cy. In the spherical shell model there is a (2j + 1) 

of levels in a j-shell, which is largely lifted by deform-

ing potential, as is indicated in Figure 3. This is a portion 

the so-c a 11 Nilsson diagram and shows the energy of levels as a 

fun ion of formation, E, where E = 0 is the spherical shape. 

energy is given in units of the oscillator energy: 

hw ~ 41/A1/ 3 
0 

MeV 

The resulting levels are two-fold degenerate corresponding to time 

reversal symmetry of the nucleon motion, and are characterized by 

15. 
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e 0.2, is chosen, the resulting system can be cranked, and Figure 4 

ows a portion of levels in Fi 3 at E = 0.2 as a fun ion of 

crank oing uen w, given in units of the oscillator frequency, 

w
0

• The energy e 1 (w) is in the 

time revers degeneracy 

ing frame and in units of 'hw • 
0 

levels is lifted, the sl 

ese levels 1 ((1))/du) is proportional to a 1 i gned an 1 ar 

momentum. The s gly igned hi orbi are the s ply 

loping ones, wi a limiting slope corresponding to their 

maxima 1 From su information one can sum up energies and 

calcul n a 1 as a ion of ion 

uency. 

The potential energy surface ca·lculated using the fv1HO potential 

several angular momenta are shown in Figure 5 

(An sson et al 1976). The coordinate system plots deformation, e, 

r iany ~ andy (Equation (7)) as an angle from hori-

zontal; y ~ 60° corresponds to an oblate shape rotating about 

nucleus 160vb is a prolate nucleus low spin 

values. n agreement with the potential energy minimum calculated for 

ins the calculations suggest it 

becomes triaxial (I - 40), then oblate (I = 50.60). before finally 

fissioning around I 80. The information on the energy minima can 

more compactly presented by a line which is their locus. Such curves 
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are own in Figure 6 for several Yb isotopes. For lighter iso-

to li 158 vb obl shapes are predicted for spins up to 60h, 

and one could hope to see non-call ive behavior, and perhaps 

isomers, in this ran 

can so calculate where the shell ts will favor 

rticular es. example the "superdeformed" shape wi axis 

·io 2:1 st for some time. In Figure 7 shells 

e cts o,t occur wi tl'ds are shown neutrons ( are 

similar for protons) (Lean r al 1979). The fissioning isomers in 

240p 
94 u region ve this shape, and occur due to the minima 

in Fi re 7 e•JAO (and a corresponding one around 90 protons). 

are ing made for such shapes in some lower-mass regions at 

hi ins. nsive c culations now exist for all three types of 

nt i a 1 ~ and w ·i ll discussed where relevant in her sections. 
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3 PRODUCTION OF HIGH~SPIN STATES 

The method used for producing "high~spin states" depends on what 

kind of high-spin states is meant. In the light elements one would 

probably choose a transfer reaction with an appropriately high 

Rrwindow. In the spin 20-30h region of the heavier elements con-

sidered here (A> 100), Coulomb excitation would be an extremely 

important method. However. the present review is centered on the very 

highest spins, 60~70h, and only the heavy-ion fusion reactions have 

been used to study such states. It is not out of the question that 

other methods could be found. The deep inelastic collisions can popu-

late such ins, but so far the information flow has been the other 

way--our knowledge of high-spin states has been used to estimate the 

angu1a.r momentum transfers in these collisions, The present section 

will, therefore, deal only with heavy~ion fusion reactions. 

3.1 Heavy~Ion Fusion Reactions 

The idea that a target and projectile nucleus fuse to form a 

compound system. whose subsequent decay is independent of its for-

mation, goes back to Niels Bohr (1936). Independent decay means that 

the system remembers nothing of the entrance channel, except that 

required by conservation laws, notably here, angular momentum. No 

evidence contrary to this idea has been found, though we now know that 

~~composite" systems can be formed which, for various reasons, live for 
-17 ~18 a much shorter time than the compound systems (~1o ~10 sec), 
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co nm,~mr·"~ more about the entrance annelv In this 

ion the formation and decay of the compound system will be d·is·~ 

cuss not in but rather to understand how angular momentum 

s into and of such a system. 

An essential feature of heavy~ion collisions, for the present 

purposes, is they are quite classical. The heavy~ion wave 

lengths are consider ly smaller than dimensions of the colliding 

s. Thus, consi ing the nuclei as charged black spheres: 

16. 

where aR is the reaction cross section, R1 and R2 the target and 

proj ile ii, ECM the center-of~mass bombarding energy. ECB 

the Coulomb barrier height,~ the de-Broglie wavelength in the center-

of-mass system, and 1 the maximum angular momentum leading to a max 
reaction. From Equation 16., tmax can be evaluated to be: 

17. 

with R1 and R
2 

in femtometers and given, for example, by Equation 9. 

or 12., ~ is the reduced mass in mass units. and ECM and ECB are 

in MeV. The more di ant collisions. involving the highest 1-waves, 

'le to tran reactions and deep inelastic collisions, so that the 
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evaporation residue cross section, aer' is given by the right side 

Equation 16., but with a lower £~value, £er' replacing£ • max 
Thus a measured fusion cross section implies an £ given as: er 

18. 

oer is in barns and the other units are as above. These 

equations are approximate and fail for high projectile velocities 

(ECM/ECB > 2) and, of course, for angular momenta in excess of that 

which the compound system can hold. Nevertheless, they are excellent 

for orientation, and Equation 17. shows, for example, that 200 MeV 
40Ar projectiles on a 

164 

124 
Sn target involve angular momenta up to 

96h, more than the Er* compound nucleus can hold. The 

distribution of angular momenta is given by: 

2 
a ( £) = 71?\ ( 2 £, + 1 ) T )(, 19. 

where T2 is a transmission coefficient; that for the black sphere (or 

11 Sharp cut~off 11 ) mode 1 is unity up to £ and zero above that. max 
This gives the familiar "triangular" distribution of cross section 

with £where, fortunately, the larger angular momenta have the greater 

cross section. 
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The of compound nucleus is described by the i ca 1 

model of nuclear ions introduced by Weisskopf (Blatt and isskopf 

1952) and Ericson (1960). More details can be found in Grover and 

Gil (1976), Thomas {1968), Fleury and Alexander (1974). This model 

assumes th each state decays independently of its formation into one 

open channels according to the width channe 1. The 

channe 1s in the case are mainly fission and the evapor~ 

on 

t 

, protons, and alpha particles. For a given channel, 

h of a state of energy E. and spin J. is just an emission 
1 1 

, R, to a given final state Ef' Jf, summed over final states. 

is emission rate is determined by the level density, p, and a 

smission coefficient according to: 

where the sum runs over all possible 1 values consistent with J 1 and 

The T
1 

sum can be related to a product of the inverse cross 

section a times the particle kinetic energy, E, where the former of c 

20. 

these is expected to be relatively constant over reasonab-le ranges of 

For energies, E, well above the yrast energy, E , the level 
y 

density is approximately: 



exp2[a(E E )]1/2 
y 
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-1 where a is a level density parameter, roughly A/8 MeV . This leads 

finally to relative values for R given by: 

This equation gives the spectrum of evaporated particles and also. 

through the level widths, the competition among channels. One should 

realize this equation is rather approximate. and applicable only 

at high temperatures, but it will serve to illustrate the points be 

made here. 

The angular momentum enters Equation 22. mainly through the level 

densities and particularly through Ef - EY. The yrast energy is 

given roughly by EY ~ I(I + 1) h2;2 where 3 is approximately a 

rigid-body value. Thus for any given excitation energy E, the level 

density will decrease as I increases until at some point (E = Ey)• 

it goes to zero. This sugge that an evaporated particle will tend 

to carry away angular momentum, since it will find a higher final 

lev density by doing so; and this tendency will become stronger for 

higher spin values since the slope of the yrast line becomes steeper 

with spin. However. particles evaporated with angular momentum 1 have 

to overcome a centrifugal barrier given by: 
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where u is the reduced mass of the emitted particle and R is the 

ion radius. For protons or neutrons from a nucleus around 

mass 0, E~ is about 2 MeV for ~ ~ 2. The slope of the yrast line 

'in is mass ion is given by the observed y~rays~ and is about 

1.5 MeV for 8I ~ 2 at I -60. Thus protons or neutrons cannot gain by 

ng out angular momentum even at these highest spins. However 1 

pha particles have a centrifugal barrier about four times lower than 

protons or neutrons and thus can remove large amounts of angular 

momentum at high spins. Fortunately. alpha particles have a large 

lomb barrier in this mass region, and it is possible to find 

circumstances in which they are not emitted. as will be discussed 

However9 for A < 100, the Coulomb barrier is much lower and the yrast 

line has a steeper slope due to the smaller moment of inertia, so that 

alpha particles inevitably remove angular momentum. and thus set a 

limit on the maximum spins observable through y-decay in this mass range. 

The comp ition among channels also enters Equation 22. mainly 

through the level densities, and therefore Ef. Neglecting the 

temperature-related kinetic energy. the final energy can be related to 

the initial energy by: 



B is the binding energy of the emitted particle, and ECB its 

Coulomb barrier. Consider proton and neutron evaporation from nuclei 

th A- 150 around the region of a-stability where the binding 

energies are the same. Then for sim"llar final product nuc-lei, 

Ef would be -a MeV lower for proton evaporation due to its 

"lomb barrier. is is su iciently large so that only neutrons are 

evaporated. On the other hand~ as one moves off the line of a-stability 

the neutron-deficient side, the neutron binding energy goes up 

and the proton (and alpha) binding energy goes down until with about 

fewer neutrons, the neutron binding energy is equal to the 

proton binding energy its Coulomb barrier. At this point 

neutrons and protons are evaporated with equal probability, and if one 

goes further neutron deficient, protons are preferentially evaporated, 

iving the system back toward the equal probability line. Since it 

is not possible to make neutron-excess nuclei in heavy-ion fusion 

reactions (no sufficiently neutron-rich targets and/or projectiles 

exist) the accessible region is from the s-stability line to a line 

having about percent fewer neutrons. Alpha binding energies vary 

with neutron number like those for protons, so that by producing 

nuclei as neutron rich as possible, evaporation of both can be 

essentially completely avoided, conserving the angular momentum and 

reducing the number of open channels. These are the systems most 



attractive hi in studies. where HI,xn reactions 

domi 

The results from a more realistic, ical model calculation 

are own in Figure 8 (Hillis et al 1979). The system is 147 MeV 

proj iles and a 124sn target to give 164Er* as the com-

pound nucleus. The initial excitation energy and angular momentum 

di ribution are shown at the top of Figure 8 and the contour lines on 

main exc·itation energy~ angular momentum plot show the region 

popul llowing each neutron evaporation. After the third neutron 

evapor ion, of the population is left to y decay (shaded) and 

part son to emit a fourth neutron (white). This repeats for the 

fou neutron, producing a small cross section for emitting five 

neutrons. There is a reasonably clear line about one neutron binding 

energy above the yrast line, separating the y~emitting region from the 

particle-ev ion region. Two types of correlation are shown in 

the side bottom plots. The side one shows that the total y-ray 

energy is correlated with the reaction channel, higher total energies 

ng associ with neutrons evaporated. The bottom pl 

shows that higher angu'lar momenta are so associated with fewer 

neutrons evaporated, often referred to as a "fractionation" of angular 

momentum among the products. It is apparent from these plots, or the 

mainE vs_ I pl , that higher total y-ray energies are associated li'Jith 

hi in values. These correlations all come about because the 



energy that is tied up carrying the angular momentum of the system is 

not available for evaporating neutrons, but later appears as y-ray 

energy. All these correlations are used in studies of very high 

angular momentum in such nuclei. 

3.2 Gamma-Ray De-Excitation 

The remainder of this review will be devoted to studies of y-rays 

de-exciting the evaporation residues from heavy-ion reactions. The 

present section is aimed only at introducing the general pattern of 

this de-excitation. The previous section has established that the y 

decay occurs in the region between the yrast 1ine1 and a line 

roughly one neutron binding energy above it. This region is 

illustrated in Figure 9, and the decay path is sketched for four 

different in inputs Two types of y rays occur: those that cool 

the nucleus to or toward the yrast line, called 11 statistical;" and 

those that are more or less parallel to the yrast line and remove the 

angular momentum, called 11 yrast~like. 11 At each point there ·is a 

competition between these two types. The atistical y~rays depend 

only on average matrix elements and level densities, and are the topic 

of Section 4. The yrast~like y rays can be collective or not, and are 

1The yrast line traces out the lowest energy level in the nucleus 
for each spin value. 
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discussed in ctions 5 and 6. The competition between these types 

pen on the excit ion energy, which affects the level densities, 

also on t degree co11 ivity, which produces faster 

(enhanced) t~li transitions. 

There is another division of the y rays, into those that are 

resolved in the s trum and those that are not. In order to 

resolv • a transition must have a sufficiently large population (as a 

rough estimate one percent). and this is not generally the case 

the higher excitation energies since there are thousands of possible 

hways. Only up to ins 20 or 30h (heavy arrows in Figure 9) does 

enough population collect in the yrast or near~yrast states. to 

duce resolved lines. In just two or three cases this has gone as high 

as 36 or 371\ and these are discussed in ction 5. For the higher 

spin ansitions, and for all the statistical transitions one must 

work with unresolved 9 or 91 COnti nuum" spectra. The many techniques 

ing developed for this purpose are discussed in Section 6. 



4 STATISTICAL GAMMA RAYS 

It is not diff ult to see the features of the y-ray spectrum 

described in the previous section. Figure 10 shows examples of the 

de-excitation cascades from the 174w product nuclei following the 

reactions, 162 oy( 16o,4n) and 163oy( 16o,5n), as measured with a 
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Nal detector (Newton and Sie 1980). One can distinguish three com

ponents. Below about 0.6 MeV there are resolved peaks due to the last 

few transitions in the lowest rotational bands. Underneath these 

peaks and extending up to about 1 MeV is the "yrast bump, 11 the major 

portion of the unresolved yrast-like ansitions. Above the yrast bump 

edge at -1 MeV is a high energy tail that falls roughly exponentially 

with increasing y-ray energy. This is composed of statistical y-rays 

which are subject the present section. 

4.1 Theoret ica 1 at ions 

It is the exponential behavior at high energies that gives a first 

indication that these transitions are statistical in nature, as this 

dependence can be ascribed to the exponential factor in the level~ 

density expression (Equation 21.) used in statistical model calcula-

tions. The statistical transition rate from state i to state f per 

unit energy interval of final states and for radiation of multipole £ 

is; 

25. 



where p(E) is given Equation 21. This expression assumes a much 

higher level density at E1 than at Ef' and Mif is the transition 

matrix element. For small y-r energies. E = E. - Ef• the 
y 1 

expression is dominated by the factor E2~+2 • but for large 
y 

y-ray energies it is dominated by the decreasing exponential. It 

should be noted that Ef cannot become smaller than EY so that the 

energy cannot exceed E1 Ey. Thus large y-ray energies are 

e ively cut-off at about the neutron binding energy. 

The same sort general behavior occurs in radiative neutron 

capture, where a small number statistical y rays of moderate energy 

cool the nucleus to the ground state (Bartholomew et al 1973). In the 

re of mono-energetic neutrons all the product nuclei start at the 

same excitation energy (neutron binding energy plus kinetic energy). 

emission the l neutron in a (HI,xn) reaction the 

resulting nuclei have a distribution of energies above the yrast line 

rangi from zero roughly a neutron binding energy, so that the 

average statistical transition energy should be smaller. 

There have been several computer programs developed which are in 

general agreement with experimental spectra. such as shown in Figure 10. 

and with cross section data, feeding times. etc. Grover and Gilat 

(1967) calculated the particle andy-ray de-excitation of a rare-earth 

nucleus produced by a heavy-ion reaction and were the first to discuss 
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the nature of the yrast line as the ground state for thermal excita

tion energy at that spin. Monte Carlo techniques have been used by 

Sarantites and Hoffman {1972) to calculate excitation functions to 

particular spin states in medium~light product nucle·i, and more 

recently Wakai and Faessler (1978) have refined and extended such 

computations, paying special attention to the competition between 

stical and collective transitions. Somewhat earlier, Liotta and 

Sorensen (1978) performed c culations also emphasizing the competi 

tion between the (cooling) statistical transitions and collective 

bands of a specific nature, the wobbling triaxial rotor. 

Since all the calculations contain a number of assumptions and 

depend upon values chosen for y~ray hindrance or enhancement factors9 

level density formulas, etc. 9 only a few common features required to 

fit the experimental data will be mentioned here. These are: (a) 

ansitions, even though assumed to be hindered on average by a factor 

of 10~2~10~3 over the single-particle value, dominate over Ml and 

atistical transitions (at least up to spins of 30 to 40h con

sidered in the calculations); (b) the collective E2 transitions must 

be enhanced by 100-200 times more than the single-particle unit in 

order to compete successfully with the El atistical transitions and 

be consistent with the observed (short) average lifetimes; and (c) in 

good rotors (the cases chosen for calculations). the competition may 

occur over a considerable region of the excitation energy-spin 
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This I result comes about because t decay ra for the 

collective rotational transitions do not depend upon the excitation 

e above the yrast line, and rates for the statistical El 

do not increase very rapidly with excitation energy. Even so, 

it is clear th one would expect the atistical El transitions to 

compete t against the call i ve E2 decays the highest excita-

t·ion energies ast line, the lowe spin, 

the rotation a ·1 sit ions are lowe energy and hence slowe 

4.2 ·Jment a 1 Ev i 

It is of interest to consider an experimental spectrum in greater 

detail. Figure 11 (Simonet al 1977) shows the de-excitation spectra 

162 vb the ion (181 IVleV) 40Ar + 126Te ~ Yb*, taken 

w t ee Nai ctors. The events were selected by requiring a 

th a known 162 vb transition identified in a Ge(Li) 

r, The 

even in the pul 

bump and statistical regions can be di inguish 

ight spectrum (open squares). However. if this 

·is 11 'lded, 11 (~iollenauer 1961) that is, corrected for the Nai 

response function to give the primar-y y~ray spectrum (f'illed circles) 

components are cons·iderably clearer, The 'latter curve has been 

corrected counter efficiency to give the absolute number of y~ray 

transitions event per transition~energy interval (40 KeV). 

Summing the whole curve gives the average y-ray multiplicity (minus 

the transition in the (Li) detector). in this examp'le, 
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<M> = 24. Summing the curve above the edge of the yrast bump 

.5 MeV) gives 1 /2 to 2 transitions for the average number of 

hi nergy statistical ansitions per event. 

To determine the tot number of statistical transitions. those 

at lie below 1.5 MeV must be estimated. The shape of the statisti 

N o: Enexp[-(E /T)] 26. 
y y '{ 

where n and T are constants to be fixed by the spectrum above the edge 

of the yrast bump. In this particular example, another 1-1/2 to 2 

transitions can estimated to lie below 1.5 MeV, giving a total of 

3~4 statistical transitions. This value is in agreement with other 

methods for estimating this number in this mass region (Hillis et al 

1979, Saranti et al 1978), and does not preclude some variation 

with al angular momentum. 

At the top of Figure 11 is shown the ratio of intensities of the 

unfo-lded spectrum from the 0° Nai detector to the one at 90°. It can 

be seen that in the high-energy region the y-ray transitions are 

essentially isotropic (ratio slightly greater than unity), in contrast 

to the yrast bump region. This has been found in several other cases 

(Simon et a1 1979, Newton et al 1978, Ockels l978a, Deleplanque et al 

1978a)a1though there is at least one example (Trautmann et al 1975) 

which seems to differ. The isotropy may be explained if the 



hi ne region consis a mi of 

s hed quadrupole itions~ or stretched and unstretched dipole 

transitions (or some other less likely possibilities). The angular 

distribution measurements alone cannot di inguish among these 

po ibilities. 

However, the multi arity of inuum region has also been 

convers 'ion ici measurements. The fir 

(Feens al 7) was on the continuum produced in the reaction 

0
Gd("'.4rl)

160oy. Th d 1 t t d ~- e y~ray an e ec ron spec,ra were measure 

simultaneously with a Ge(Li) (or Nai) detector and a mini-orange 

and both were in coincidence with another Ge(Li) 

from the ion. Rather ive tests were 

made th the mini-orange to determine the background under the 

tr ion of interest. The highest angular momentum at the art of 

a ay case forlowing -47 MeV a~particle bombardment is about 20h~ 

and the edge of yrast bump should be below 1 MeV. It was found 

th above this energy the experimental points followed the El curve, 

a reasonably clear indication of El character, since no other multi-

le type has a smaller conversion coefficient, Two further studies 

have been performed with Ne beams, which unfortunately give somewh 
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conflicting results (Westerberg et al 1978, Feenstra et al 1979). 

We will discuss only the work of Feenstra et al. which claims to 

have explained difference. This group studied the systems 
146 20 162 161 . . 

Nd( Ne, 4n or 5n) Yb or · Yb, a1n by s1multaneous measurements 

with a Nal detector and a mini-orange spectrometer. Both were in 

coincidence with a (Li) detector in order to provide gates on the 
161 from ther Yb or Yb. These results 

are shown in Figure Again energies above 1.5 MeV the conver-

sion coefficients fit those of r iation, while in the yrast bump 

region the results are consistent with predominantly E2 radiation. 

current pi that has emerged from the study of the 

high-energy atistical t region is: (a) the high-energy transi-

tions are probably El; {b) there are such transitions per event 

above the edge 

number under the 

the yrast-like transition and presumably a similar 

bump; and (c) the angular distribution is 

essentially isotropic. If (a) and (c) both hold, they imply that the 

transitions are a mixture of approximately 2/3 stretched and 1/3 

unstretched el ic dipoles. It is clear that more work is needed. 

No measurements involving the highest angular momenta have been made. 

and this is where the slope of the yrast line applies the strange 

pressure toward stretched dipole and especially quadrupole transi-

tions. These conclusions indic that the atistical y-rays do not 

give much information about the structure of very high spin s, 
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but rather represent a background against which we must look for th 

information, 
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5 NON-COLLECTIVE HIGH-SPIN STATES 

Non-coli ive states occur when the nuclear angular momentum is 

carried by high-j partic.les w"ith large projections on the symmetry 

axis. This behavior leads (as described in Section 2) to an irregular 

yr line. and to no, or weak. collective transitions. Therefore the 

atistic transitions compete better nst the yrast-1ike ones and 

cool more of the population intensity to the yrast line at relatively 

high spin. A result is the possibility isomers. the "yrast traps 11 

(Bohr and Mottelson 1974). Conversely, the observation of high-spin 

isomers is taken to be an indication of this non-call ive rotation. 

5.1 Hafnium 

In the discussion of classical rotating shapes in Section 2, the 

rotation of an oblate nucleus around its symmetry axis was the lowest 

energy mode of rot ion for a given deformation at moderate spins, 

while that of a pro·late nucleus around its symmetry axis was the high·

est energy mode and so not expected to occur very often. Nevertheless 

it does take place in the region of the stable Hf nuclei, in partie~ 

ular in 176 •178Hf. These are strongly prolate nuclei with well

formed rot ional bands. For such prolate deformation in this region 

of N and Z, the g
712 

and h1112 proton orbitals and the h
912 

and 

; 1312 neutron orbitals are nearly full, so the Fermi level comes 

nearest to their high-~ projections. These projections, then, lie 

lowest in excitation energy and can form high-K ates (where angular 
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momentum ·is aligned along the symmetry axis) without as large an 

iture energy as required by the collective rotation. An 

example is the 16+ four~quasiparticle bandhead in 178Hf~ which 
+ 

lies below the 16 level of the ground band. In addition. there are 

ional bands built on these bandheads which have lower rotational 

energies than the corresponding members of the ground band~ because 

the unpairing of particles has decreased the pairing correlations and 

hence increased the moment of inertia. Thus, in 178Hf (Khoo and 

L¢vh¢iden 1977) the higher spin members of the first 8~ two-

quasiparticle isomeric state become the yrast ates (before the 
+ 

occurrence of 16 four~quasiparticle state) just because their 

larger moment of inertia more than compensates (by spin 12h) for the 

difference between the 1.147 MeV 8~ bandhead energy and the ground~ 
+ 

band 8 energy of 1.059 MeV. 

The partial level scheme for 176Hf is shown in Figure 13 (Khoo 
+ + al 1976). The four~quasiparticle (14~, 15 ~ 16 ) and six-

+ ~ 
iparticle (19 ~ 20 , ) bandheads are well described by 

the Nilsson model, and their projections on the symmetry axis, K, 

appear to be reasonably good quantum numbers, as is evidenced by the 
- + 

K«~forbidden transitions from the 14 and 19 bandheads. The fact 
+ that the 16 isomer drops below all other I 16 states has been 

reproduced in a calculation using the cranked modified oscillator 

potential at a fixed deformation and taking into account pairing as 
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well as the hexadecupole degree of freedom (~berg 1978). This is 

simply a shell effect. The calculation further suggests that around 

spin 40h collective rotation again becomes lowest in energy. Quali

tatively similar behavior is indicated for all the even~even Hf nuclei 

from mass 172 to 180. The interpret ion of these high-K states as 

effective rotations about a symmetry axis is in no way contrary to the 

conventional interpretation based on Nilsson assignments for them. 

However~ it adds a perspective both on their competition with the 

purely collective states and on their relationship to states in 

spherical (and oblate) nuclei which will be described in the remainder 

of this section. 

5.2 Lead Region 

The region above and below doubly-magic 208Pb has good examples 

of non~co11ective high~spin states, but here the nuclei are nearly 

spherical. One example is 212Rn, with four protons beyond closed 

shells. The levels up to I = 19 at 5.7 MeV appear to be rather pure 

proton shell-model configurations, as shown in Figure 14 (Horn et al 

1977). Above this spin, the neutron core is excited and the higher 

spin states involve both neutrons and protons, as indicated by the 

g-factors of the isomeric states. Even such a near~spherical 

(slightly oblate) nucleus may be considered to have an effective 

moment of inertia, whose value can be obtained from a plot of 

excitation energy~ I(I + 1), that is, 
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h2 = d[I(I + 1)]/dE 

S h l t f 
212 R · h . F.. 15 h t . f uc a p o or n 1s s own 1n 1gure , w ere wo reg1ons o 

differing slope are apparent; one below MeV where only protons are 

excited to make the states, and that above 6 MeV where both protons 

and neutrons are involved. If collections of independent ticles 

under rotation do behave on average like a rigid rotor, as has been 

suggested, the high-energy region should have approximately the rigid 

moment of inertia. The rigid-sphere value has been drawn in as the 

dashed line (arbitrarily normalized vertically), and it can be seen 

that the slopes are similar. This is taken to indicate a general 

validity to the idea of effective rotation about a symmetry axis; 

however, as discussed in the next part of this section~ shell effects 

are expected to be large~ and it is not clear to what extent the close 

agreement with the rigid-body value in Figure 15 is accidental. 

5.3 N "" 82 Regio12 

Most of the presently known examples of effective (non~collective) 

rotation at high spins come from the region just above 82 neutrons. 

The various theoretical calculations mentioned in Section 2 predict 

sl,ight1y obl nuclei for this region, consistent with this behavior. 

The calculations also predict that a few nuclei in this region, even 

some that may be pro 1 initially, will become rather strongly oblate 

at very high spin (>40h), with the same non-collective mode for 

carrying angular momentum. This implies the existence of isomeric 
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traps along the yrast line at high spin, offering a challenge to 

experimentalists. 

The first systematic search for high~spin isomers was performed by 

Pedersen et al (1977); targets from Ba (Z =56) to Po (Z = 84) were 

irradiated by pulsed beams of 40Ar, 
50

Ti, and 65cu. The 

reconing evaporation residues were caught on a thin lead foil which 

was viewed by 16 Nai(T1) counters operated in coincidence. An event 

in the Pb foil that triggered several detectors would indicate with 

quite high sensitivity a high~spin isomer. Isomers below 35h were 

found to occur systematically in a fairly small region of non~ 

rotational nuclei, as shown in Figure 16. A second study of this 

region with a total~energy y~ray spectrometer in coincidence with 

Ge(Li) detectors (Borggreen et al 1980), has determined the excitation 

energies of the isomers as well as their halflives and y~ray multi~ 

p1icities, Twenty-two isomers were found or confirmed, and the island 

of isomers was shown to be limited to the region with 82 < N < 86 and 

Z < 68. The isomeric states have excitation energies ranging from 3 

to 12.2 ~ieV and spins (determined by an empirical relationship) up to 

(33 ± 2)h, The structure of the isomers can be ascribed to the align~ 

ment of a small number (2~) of shell~model particles in a spherical 

or slightly oblate potential (D¢ssing et al 1977, Andersson et al 

1978, Cerkaski et al 1977, Faessler et al 1976a). There was no 
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indication of isomeric states at very high spins within the limitations 

set by the experimental arrangement, 20 ns < r112 < 500ns, indicating 

no strongly oblate shapes there. 

Two of the best studied nuclei in this group of non-collective 

ones are 152 oy (Khoo et al 1978, Merdinger et al 1979, Haas et al 

1979, Aguer al 1979) and 154Er (Baktash et al 1979); the level 

scheme of the former is shown in Fig. 17. Both nuclei show the 

irr ular level spacing and the existence of isomeric states which are 

characteristic of this non-collective mode of excitation. But the 

transition energies are not completely random; with very few excep-

tions they fall within the limits (700 ± 200) keV. Also, there are no 

transitions, as might be expected from a pure spherical Nilsson 

potential, and indeed are seen in the nuclei above 208Pb (212Rn 

for example, Figure 14). Another aspect~ especially apparent in 

154 Er, is that there are sequences of y~rays of almost constant 

intensity which are of the same multipolarity and connect levels of 

the same parity. These two~ or three~step sequences have transitions 

of (600 ± 100) keV with lower energy lines connecting the different 

sequences. So there are certainly elements of weak collectivity 

present, waiting for a more detailed understanding. Also at 

higher spins (>40h) there is evidence for still greater collectivity 

as will be described in Section 6. 
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A striking feature of these level schemes is illustrated in the 

plot of excitat<ion energy~ I(I + 1) for 152oy in Figure 18. 

Initially the experimental data rise rapidly due to a decrease in the 

pairing, and then at about spin 16 turn over into an approximately 

straight line up to the highest spin. 36 • The slope of this long 

straight portion the curve leads to the determination of an effec-

tive amount of inertia through Equation 27. For 154Er this yields 

2J/n 2 = -140 Mev-1 and for 152 oy, -142 Mev-1• These values 

are 10-15 percent greater than those of a rigid diffuse sphere of the 

appropriate mass. This increase could be considered an indication of 

deformation, and if so taken, would correspond to s ~ 0.2 for a 

deformed oblate shape. a rather large deformation. Certainly in the 

next se ion where collective rotation is considered~ the slope of the 

curve, and hence the effective moment of inertia, is thought to bear a 

connection to the deformation of the nucleus. But here~ near a magic 

number, where the angular momentum is being carried largely by a few 

particles aligned along the rotation axis, it seems more likely that 

shell effects will be large and might affect this slope. Results of 

several recent calculations support this view. For example. Figure 19 

shows curves calculated for several nuclei with neutron numbers around 

N = 82 using a cranked spherical Nilsson potential and BCS pairing 

(L. Moretto, unpublished work 1979), and it can be seen that due to 

shell effects even larger differences in slopes appear than are seen 



in experiment. Similar results are found by Leander et al (1979). and 

these point out the importance of pairing in calculating these 

moments of inertia and the configurations of states along the yrast 

line. Thus, at the present time, it seems likely that slopes such as 

that in Figure 18 cannot be used to indicate deformation. Values for 

these nuclei must be determined by another method. 

measurement of the static quadrupole moment a state gives 

c ar information about deformation, and such measurements can in 

principle be made on nanosecond isomers using perturbed angular 

stribution techniques. The first such determination at high spin 

for nuclei in this region has been performed on the (I - 49/2+) 

500 ns isomer in 147 Gd (H~usser et al 1980). The quadrupole moment 

obtain was ( j3.14j ~ 0.17) b, from which a deformation a of ~0.18 

was derived (the negative sign was assumed). This is a reasonably 

large deformation, two or three times that implied by the aligned 

particles alone. us it is the first real indication that sizeable 

oblate deformat ns might exist in this region. Nevertheless, these 

are very di icult experiments, and more such data are badly needed. 

The study of nuclei in this region of the Periodic Table is 

currently an active research area, and there is hope that a syste-

matics will emerge that can shed more light on the structure of these 

high-spin states. However, it no longer seems so likely that 
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isomers will be found at spins significantly above these examples 

(~30h). This is due in part to the steepness of the slope of the 

yrast line at the higher spin values, but also might be an indication 

that the strongly oblate shapes are not quite so stable as the present 

calculations indicate. 
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6 COLLECTIVE HIGH-SPIN STATES 

The present section is concerned with call ·ive rotation, in 

simpl form the motion of a deformed nucleus around an axis perpen-

dicular Hs symmetry axis. Evidence such a collective mode at 

high spins comes from the observation of a large proportion of stretched 

el ic quadrupole ( ) transitions which are strongly enhanced 

compared with the si le-particle lif ime. Although individual tran

sitions in the cascades cannot be observed because too many pathways 

are involved, it might be expected that the moments of inertia of 

these bands would not differ greatly at a given spin. Then the 

I transitions would all have a similar energy, and one which is 

rel to the value of I. Section 6.1 presents the evidence that 

indicates such rot ional behavior. If the spin and transition energy 

can be determined, Equation 6. gives the effective moment of inertia, 

the average value that spin for all bands involved~ and Section 6.2 

contains these evaluations. Second generation coincidence experiments 

now being performed make possible the determination of the collective 

moment of inertia based on differences transition energies, and 

Section 6.3 is concerned with this technique. 

6.1 Evidence for ive Rotation 

The well-known rotational ansitions at low spin, whether in the 

ground bands of even-even nuclei or the decoupled bands of odd-mass 

nuclei. are strongly enhanced stretched (I+I ) E2 transitions. For 
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K * 0 bands~ there are also Ml or mixed Ml~E2 transitions with 

ai = 1. These properties have been found in the continuum spectra of 

some nuclei~ as will be discussed in Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2j leading 

to the conclusion that they very probably come from rotational bands. 

Furthermore, rotational transitions have a definite correl ion 

between their energy, E ~ and the spin of the de~exciting state, I~ 
y 

as expressed in uation 6. This is in contrast to the situation with 

statistical transitions or with other non-rotational, e.g., vibra~ 

tional or single~particle, ones. Observation of this correlation 

provides additional evidence for the rotational nature of some of the 

continuum y-rays, and will be discussed in Section 6.1.3. 

6. L 1 GAMIVIA~RAY MULTI POLARITY The top of Figure 11 shows the 

ratio of events at OD to those at 90° in the unfolded spectra from 

the reaction 126Te( 40Ar,4n) 162vb at 181 MeV. Although for 

E > 2 MeV this ratio is near unity, in the region of the yrast bump 
y 

between 0.8 and 1.5 MeV it is considerably larger~ with ratios as high 

as 1.5 * 0.15. This is the value expected in such a beam-gamma 

correlation for nearly pure stretched E2 transitions. There is some 

ambiguity; similar, or larger~ ratios could be obtained from AI = 0 

dipole transitions. But these can be ruled out as a major component 

of the cascades because the number of y-rays measured per event, the 

y-ray multiplicity, would otherwise be too small carry off the 

angular momentum in the nucleus (as determined, for example, from the 
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evaporation~residue cross ions. Equation 18 ). The majority of 

the itions mu be "stretched'', either dipoles or ectric 

quadrupoles. (Magnetic quadrupole and higher multipolarities are 

ruled out by lifetime considerations, as discussed in the next 

section.) At transition energies less than 0.8 MeV the o•Jgo• inten~ 

sity ratio falls, and below 0.4-0.5 Me~ Figure 11 shows that it goes 

below one, suggesting mainly etched dipole transitions. Although 

different techniques have been employed, similar results have been 

obtained for the continuum cascades in other strongly deformed nuclei 

(Simon et al 1979, Hagemann 1979, Trautmann et al 1979, Vivien et al 

1979). For example, angular distdbution coefficients A2, from the 

ssion: 

28. 

were derived by Newton and Sie (1980) from unfolded spectra taken with 

a Nal spectrometer in coincidence with a neutron counter system (the 

accuracy of the data did not justify using higher terms). Values near 

0.35 were found for spectra from the reactions 148 , 149sm( 16o,xn) 161 vb, 
163 164 16 176 162 163 16 174 . . ' Dy( O~xn) W, and , Dy( O,xn) W for trans1t1ons between 

0.5 and 1.2 MeV. This coefficient was nearly zero at 1.5 MeV and 

above as descussed in Section 4. and fell to -0.5 at y~ray energies of 

-0.3 MeV, indicating mainly stretched dipole transitions there. The 
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experimenters suggested that these dipoles were from mixed Ml/E2 

cascade transitions from K ~ 0 rotational bands in the continuum. 

The next development in this direction involved beam-gamma-gamma 

angular correlation measurements. One such measurement used an array 

of six Nai counters to select the observed nuclei so that the sensi

tivity to different types of radiation was enhanced (Deleplanque et al 

1978a). The angular distribution of the selected events was measured 

with additional detectors, and depended on both the number and angle 

of the array detectors that fired. The percentage of different multi

polarities for each transition energy (channel) in they-ray spectrum 

was deduced by comparing the experimental and calculated fold spectra 

for a given set of conditions. The results for several compound 

systems are given in Figure 20. Five types of transitions were con~ 

sidered in the calculations; quadrupoles with ~I = 0,1,2 and dipoles 

with ai = 0,1. The results, however, are presented only in terms of 

plots of stretched quadrupole and stretched dipole transitions. This 

is because the experimental results showed there was rather little 

(<10 percent) ~I = 0,1 quadrupole radiation in the spectrum. The 

~I = 0 dipole type cannot be ruled out this way, since it resembles 

too closely the stretched quadrupoles, but the argument has already 

been made that the experimental y-ray multiplicity and the estimated 

average spin of the nuclei do not allow many ~I = 0 transitions. One 

or two ~I = 0 transitions are not excluded, and in the high~energy 
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statistical region there is some evi 

icient data discussed 

quadrupole component for 

in this 

for them from the conversion 

ion. Thus the stretched 

> 2 Me~ where there are very few transitions, 

could be partly or entire 61 0 di le ins 

The spectra in Figure 20 are composites up to four very similar 

individu spectra. The location the most probable product is 

g·i ven by the appropri l on the sect·lon of nuclide 

shown in the insert; mass region from A ~ 90 to A ~ 170 is 

covered. (One region nuclei, just above the 82 neutron she 1l, is 

omitted om this pl and discussed separately in Section 6.1.3,) 

transitions occurs the lower energies. It is a rel ively 

component in the good rotational nuclei and occurs there only at 

energies .5 MeV. In the non-rotational nuclei the dipole component 

runs up to 1 MeV and is much stronger (-50 percent of all transi

tions); it seems clear that these are associated with non-collective 

behavior. The higher energy part of the yrast-like transitions is 

invari ly seen to be composed stretched quadrupole transitions. 

In the region deformed nuclei these are no doubt rot ional E2 

ansitions~ and the systematic behavior of these transitions in 

F·igure 20 suggests th·ls may generally be the case. The regular 

decrease in height of these spectra~ together with the edge that moves 

to higher energies is just what would be expected for maximum spin 
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values like those of Figure 1 and roughly rigid-body moments of 

inertia. 

Linear polarization measurements can be a very useful supplement 

to the angular distribution experiments, as they can determine the 

magnetic or electric character of the radiation while the distribution 

can yield the multipolarity. The polarization measurements are 

usually made with a (Li) polarimeter and make use of the lower prob-

ability of Compton scattering in the direction of polarization of the 

y~ray. These measurements are most reliable in the low-energy y~ray 

region because the polarization sensitivity lls with increasing 
148 16 160 

y~ray energy. A study of the system Nd( 0,4n) Er began 

with angular distribution measurements; for unfolded spectra these 

showed A2 values near 0.3 for y~ray transition energies between 0.5 

and 1.5 MeV, falling below zero at 0.3 MeV (Vivien al 1979). Again 

only stretched dipoles and stretched quadrupoles were considered in 

the analysis. The degree of linear polarization was measured, 

where the ratio Iv/IH is the ratio of measured intensities in the 

vertical and horizontal analyzing crystals of the polarimeter, and Q 

is the linear polarization sensistivity of the instrument as 

29. 
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determined with known transitions. Values of P near 0.4 were found 

for transition energies in the region 0.5-0.75 MeV. Combined with the 

angular distribution data, this result corresponds to about 75 percent 

stretched E2 transitions in this region. low 0.5 MeV, where the 

dipole component increases, the polari ion becomes negative, 

indicating Ml transitions there, as has been suggested. 

Similar studies have been performed using (S,xn) and (Ar,xn) 

reactions to produce 156- 158Er (Trautmann et al 1979) and 159- 161Er 

(HUbel et al, unpublished work 1978) at much higher spin values than 

possible with 16o beams, again with a three-Ge(Li) Compton polari

meter. Values for the linear polarization P of 0.3-0.4 were obtained 

in e ansition energy region of 0.5-1.2 MeV. In combination with 

angular distribution measurements, this suggests that the predominant 

stretched quadrupole radiation is electric, which agrees with its 

collective interpretation. Some stretched M1 transitions wbuld be 

necessary as the remaining dipole component to explain the polari

zation values, especially at energies of 0.5 MeV and just below. 

Measurement of the conversion-electron coefficients also provides 

information about the nature of the yrast-like transitions, but such 

experiments, discussed in Section 4 in connection with the statistical 

y rays, give more amb·iguous results in this energy tegion. The 

measured coefficients shown in Fig. 12 are consistent with a 
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predominance of E2 multipolarity in the yrast-like regions (with some 

Ml likely at the lower energies). Mixtures of El and M1 transitions 

cannot be eliminated by these results alone, but taken together with 

the angular distribution and polarization results already discussed, 

it is clear that the higher energy yrast-like transitions are quite 

generally of stretched E2 character. At 0.5 MeV the results of the 

two groups are in serious disagreement; those of Feenstra et al (1979) 

are very close to the theoretical E2 values, while those of Westerberg 

et al (1978) approach the Ml line. The cleaner coincidence technique 

of the former group is likely more accurate, but additional work is needed 

to resolve this problem. 

6.1.2 LIFETIMES Another type of information which shows more 

directly the collectivity of the continuum cascades is the average 

transition lifetime. An upper limit can be set by measuring the 

feeding time to a particular discrete transition near the bottom of 

the cascade. Dividing this time by the average number of transitions 

in the cascade gives the average transition lifetime. In early 

recoil~distance Doppler~shift studies to measure the lifetimes of the 

discrete transitions, these feeding times were determined as a by

product. The upper limit on the feeding times for a dozen nuclei 

ranging from 120 , 122xe, through some rare--earth nuclei, to 184Hg 



have all determined to <15 ps, and generally -5 ps (Diamond 

al ~ Kutschera et a1 1972, Newton et al 1973, Ward et al 1973, 

Rud et al 1973, Bochev a1 1975). Since there are -zo transitions 

per cascade, an individual transition 9 on the average. takes a fraction 

of a picosecond, The average y~ray energy is -1 MeV. so that only a 

dipole transition or a strongly enhanced electric quadrupole 

ansition is f enough to satisfy this requirement, Magnetic 

quadrupole and higher multipole radiation are ruled out. This con~ 

elusion applies to the bulk of the transitions; slower ones of low 

intensity (a few percent) cannot be excluded. 

A more detail measurement can be made by comparing the spectrum 

from a thin target with that from a similar target backed with lead or 

gold (HUbel 1978). States whose lifetimes are short compared to 

the stopping time in the backing will show Doppler-shifted transi-

tions, while levels whose lifetimes are longer than the stopping 

time will not be shifted. To increase the magnitude of the effect, 

inverse reactions were used. That is, Xe projectiles bombarded 

targets 28 . 163 164 Si to make compound nucle1 Ho* and Er* 

with velocities 8-9 percent of light. These spectra are shown at the 

top of Figure 21. The differences appear quite small, but are magni-

one, as in Figure 2lb for the raw data and in Figure 2lc for the 

unfolded The scheme of anal is assumed a rotational cascade 
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decay along the yrast region and depended upon a single parameter, the 

intrinsic quadrupole moment, Q , of the deformed nucleus, or alter~ 
0 

natively, the corresponding enhancement factor over single-particle 

decay. The value of this parameter was obtained from a fit to the 

ratio of the unfolded spectra, which is shown in Figure 21c as a solid 

curve. The enhancement factors found in several experiments are of 

the order of 200 ± 75, showing that in the spin range 30-50h these 

nuclei are strongly deformed rotors. 

6.1.3 TRANSITION ENERGY-SPIN CORRELATIONS For rotational 

nuclei, Equation 6. expresses a very important correlation between a 

y-ray transition energy and the initial state spin, namely, they are 

proportional (neglecting 2 compared with 41). If the maximum spin 

given to a compound nucleus at the start of its de-excitation cascades 

is increased, the maximum y-ray energy observed in rotational cascades 

should increase, and the amount of the increase for a given spin 

change is proportional to the reciprocal of the effective moment of 

inertia of the nucleus. 

At the bottom of Figure 11, a full line has been drawn to repeat 

schematically the unfolded continuum spectrum (given above) from the 

181 MeV 40Ar irradiation of 126Te to make 162vb by a 4n reaction. 

The long-dashed line is a similar representation of the unfolded 

spectrum from a 157 MeV 40Ar bombardment. The former reaction 

brings~ on average, about 4lli1 to the y~ray cascade, while the 
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latter (lower-energy) irradiation brings only 25-30h. It is clear 

that higher in causes additional y rays (the difference in area 

of the curves is about six transitions) with higher transition 

energies, and so moves the edge of the t-like transitions to 

higher energy. This movement was one of the earliest indications that 

rotation was involved in many of these de-excitation cascades. The 

dotted and ash lines in the same figure are ions 

of the unfolded spectra from the reactions (331 MeV) 86Kr + BOSe 

and ( MeV) 160 + 150Sm~ respectively, yield the same products 

162Yb + 4n~ and both reactions involve, on average, about the 

same angular momentum (25-30h) as the 40 fv1eV /J..r case. It can be 

seen that these three spectra are alma i dent i ca 1 ~ il1u rating at 

angular momentum is the important variable rather than some other 

property the system~ such as the target-projectile combination, 

Another way to demonstrate the effect differing amounts of 

initial angular momentum on the continuum cascades is by comparing the 

spectra different reaction channels. For as mentioned earlier~ 

ionation of angular momentum by reaction channel from 

a given compound nucleus; the fewer neutrons emitted, the higher the 

average angular momentum remaining. An example is shown in Figure 22 

(Simon et al 1977). 40 Here the ( Ar,4n) spectra of Figure 11 are 

compared with unfolded spectra from the adjacent odd-n reaction 

channels. Above 0.6 MeV the 5n channel from the 181 MeV 40Ar 
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reaction looks very much like the 4n channel of the 157 MeV 40Ar 

reaction, because almost the same average angular momentum is in~ 

valved. Similarly, the 3n reaction at 157 MeV resembles the 4n 

reaction at 181 MeV .. An important point is that the shape of the 

yrast bump above the discrete lines (>0.8 MeV) seems to depend mostly 

on angular momentum input and not much on the odd or even nature of the 

product nucleus. 

A quite different, but powerful, technique to study the spin-E 
'Y 

correlation is the measurement of average y-ray multiplicity as a 

function of transition energy. Gamma-ray multiplicities can be 

measured in a number of ways, some of which have become increasingly 

sophisticated in recent years. But the early technique is quite 

straightforward, requiring only a trigger counter in coincidence with 

the detector in which the spectrum is being measured. Then: 

where N and N are the coincidence and singles counting rates in c s 

the trigger counter, w and g are the efficiencies (including solid 

angle, r-eff iency, angular correlation, conversion coefficient, 

etc.) of the detector and trigger counters, respectively, and <M> is 
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It is useful to measure the multiplicity of many individual 

intervals, or channels, of a y-ray spectrum and plot these against the 

y-ray energy--giving a ''multiplicity spectrum." Such spectra for the 
40 124 164 system Ar + Sn ~ Er* at several bombarding energies are 

shown in Figure 23 (Deleplanque et a1 1978b). There is a pronounced 

peak at all bombarding energies, and it comes at the upper edge of the 

yrast-like transitions in the y-ray spectrum shown above. This 

multiplicity peak shows clearly that the highest energy yrast-like 

transitions are associated with the highest spins populated. The 

right side of Figure 23 shows y-ray spectra and multiplicity spectra 

calculated using a very simple model; a purely rotational yrast-like 

cascade is assumed. All the significant observed features are 

reproduced, This provides a rather direct confirmation of the 

collective rotor picture for this nucleus, all the way from the dis-

crete transitions near the ground state to the highest spins observed, 

about 60h. The moment of inertia used in the calculation was roughly 

the rigid-body value and was constant over the whole spin range. 

suggests that the deformation of 160Er remains prolate, s - 0.3, 

to the highest spins. 

This 

up 

Away from the deformed rotors, there is a more complex behavior. 

The 
40

Ar + 
82se ~ 122Te* system (Figure 24) does not show a peak 

in the multiplicity spectrum at 121 or 131 MeV, but develops one at 

still higher bombarding energies. The major reaction product at these 



ene !cs ~ a ground band with roughly equidi 

ing up to in 14h (quasi-vibrational). There are retched 

ans it ions these levels which are weakly call 

cert nly not rotational. Above 150 MeV bombarding energy (spin 

in the multiplici rum and moves 

• L • • > ~ • • 40A s1t1on energy WlL1l 1ncreas1ng r This is an 

nd·lc ion 0 of ional behavior. A calculation can 

reproduce ure 'if a ational spectrum is assumed 

I > 35h~ and an uncorrelated spectrum below this spin. The 

+ .;., 148S·* rh system also shown ·in the figure is a 

s i k j examp.!e; nearly semi-magic product nuclei do not show 

f ·ion a rotational peak until about spin 50h. 

All of se nuclei appear to become rotational at some spin. The 
152 154 behavior of Dy and Er would be very interesting in this 

s i nee they are outstand·i ng examples of non~rotaUonal decay 

from weakly ob1 nuclei up to nearly 40h. A group at Orsay has 

ly studied 154Er in comparison with 160Er by bombarding 

t 119sn and 124sn with 40Ar beams of appropriate energy 

(Deleplanque al 1979). They employed a multiplicity filter, Nai 

0° and 90°, and a Ge(Li) detector to provide a gate on detectors 

transitions from 4n and 5n products. The 164 compound nucleus has 

a y-r spectrum (Figure 25) showing the characteri ic yrast bump 

159 below 1.6 MeV with a flat region below 1 MeV. The - Er compound 
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nucleus has a very different spectrum showing two bumps be'low 1.6 MeV 

separated by a valley at about 1 ~1eV, The 1 ow~energy bump has a h 'i gh 

intensity and contains all the known discrete transitions around 

0.7 MeV connecting states with spins up to 36h. The higher bump 

starts at ~1 MeV 9 and above i maximum at 1 3 MeV seems to resemble 

the upper part of the rotational bump in the 159 ~ 160Er product 

nuclei. This second bump develops very strongly with increasing fold 

number~ showing that it comes from high~spin states. The multiplicity 

spectrum for the 154 ~ 155 Er products also shows two peaks. The 

multiplicity estimated for the upper peak, 31, indicates again that it 

comes from the highest~spin states in the cascade, and there is a 

remarkable similarity to the upper part of the 159 ~ 160Er multi~ 

plicity spectrum, The multipole composition of the y~ray spectra, 

deduced from the 0° and 90° intensities with the assumption of only 

stretched dipole and quadrupole transitions, shows that the upper bump 

in 154 •155 Er consists mainly of stretched quadrupole transitions, 

This is not true for the lower peak, which has a large fraction of 

dipoles, in agreement with the known discrete lines in 154 •155 Er, 

The calculated spin at the top of the cascade is -60h and the moment 

of inertia is ~150 Mev-1. The evidence seems quite good that, at 

about spin 40h, the products 154 •155 switch from weakly oblate 

nuclei, to rather strongly deformed (most likely rotational) nuclei, 

The experimental results do not determine whether these shapes are 
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oblate or , but the similarities with the heavier Er nuclei 

su est 

Although the number of cases studied is still quite small, the 

imenta 1 ev i indicates rather rongly th nuclei in the 

rnass ion 100~170 deform (if not deformed a 1 ready in the ground 

d and O'vt! ion a 1 behavior above some spin which depends on 

the ·led of the particular nucleus. There appears be 

a r temaUc av·ior. The N = 82 and nearby nuclei have 

mostly dipole transitions at low energies, and only begin to rotate at 

high spins (50~60h). The quasi~vibrational nuclei have more 

s hed radiation low energies,which is weakly collective but 

rotational. They deform and become rotational at lower spins 

). Finall there are well-deformed prolate nuclei which show 

a high proportion of collective stretched E2 transitions at all 

ins. are indications that some lower-mass nuclei also show 

these behavior patterns, but that is not so clear yet. It should be 

noted that term, 11 rotational~ 11 as used here,covers a range of 

ior~ including some with large deviations from that of a perfect 

rotor. 

6.2 Effective Moments Inertia 

In a rotational nucleus, the energy and spin are related through 

the moment inertia. As has been discussed (Section 2), the yrast 

line follows, on average, a rotational trajectory in plots of 
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excitation energy~ spin, independent of whether the motion is truly 

collective or is due to particle alignment. Thus the slope of the 

yrast line, or of a line parallel to it, provides a measure of the 

effective moment of inertia via Equation 27. The entry line is 

assumed to be approximately parallel to the yrast line and thus can be 

used to determine moments of inertia. Such experiments are described 

in Section 6.2.1. The more usual measurements of moments of inertia 

involve determining the slope of a rotational trajectory from a y-ray 

transition energy and the corresponding spin using Equation 6., or 

measuring the difference between rotational transition energies. A 

number of such methods have been developed and are described in 

Section 6.2.2. None of these is very precise, since it has not yet 

been possible to isolate events associated with a narrow slice of very 

high spins. 

6.2.1 ENTRY~LINE METHOD The entry line may be defined as a line 

tracing the average excitation energy as a function of spin for the 

first states that will decay by y~emission. Statistical model cal

culations indicate that the entry line is almost parallel to the yrast 

line over a certain region, and so it has been suggested that deter

mination of the entry line in this region might provide a measurement 

for the effective moment of inertia (Simpson et al 1977). An experi

ment was performed, involving mainly the reaction 58Ni( 16o,2py) 72se, 



test th ·is posit·ion of entry 1ine was determined by 

measuri average energy of the protons in coincidence with known 

y~rays of the ired ion product. The average proton energy was 

also determined from the summed spectra of two separate proton detec-

in c nci with each other and with y-rays. An excit ion 

for resi al nucleus could be calculated from this average proton 

ener bombarding energy. and the Q-value of the 

ion. spin corresponding to this excitation energy 

was determined from the average y-ray multiplicity. In two cases, the 

ex.c it ion ene was also determined as the product of the average 

and the y·~·ray multiplicity, and these values agreed with 

those from the proton energies. The experimental entry line is in 

reasonable agreement with the calculated one except at the highest 

where it does not increase in energy so fast as expected. The 

experimental points lie along a curve whose slope gives a moment of 

inertia of 2 2 = 41 Mev~ 1 , which can be compared with the 

values from known ground~band transitions of 37 Mev~1 , or 

wi the c culated value for a deformed nucleus with s = 0.3 of 

38 Mev-~ 1 . 

The use of a sum crystal (described in Section 6.2.2) permits many 

points to be determined along the entry line in a single bombardment. 

With is technique, an experiment again on 58Ni( 16o,2py) 72se; 

at three bombarding energies gives the entry line points shown in 
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Figure 26 (Tj¢m et al 1978). Also shown are the known yrast states to 

spin 14h, and an extrapolation to higher spin values, The entry line 

slope corresponds to a value of 2J/h2 = 40 Mev~ 1 , in agreement 

with the earlier experiment. 

Determination of moments of inertia from the entry line assumes 

that it is parallel to the yrast line {to a rotational trajectory). 

This cannot be true in detail. If the actual populations resemble the 

statistical calculations shown in Figure 8, the emission of each 

additional neutron makes a step in the entry line, or at least an 

irregularity which has nothing to do with the moment of inertia. 

Also, the emission of a~particles occurs preferentially at high spin 

(and high energies above the yrast line) and may drive the entry line 

down toward the yrast line in this region~ giving incorrect moments of 

inertia there. Nevertheless~ this method depends on different 

quantities than the other one that will be described, and the 

similarity of the results gives confidence that they are both 

generally correct. 

6.2.2 TRANSITION-ENERGY METHODS. An early method for determining 

the effective moment of inertia was based on the energy of the yrast

bump edge (the highest energy transition in the cascades) and an 

estimate of the corresponding maximum spin (Banaschik et al 1975, 

Simon et al 1976). The latter could be made in one or both of two 

ways: (a) from a measurement of the y~ray multiplicity, or (b) from a 

measurement of the fusion cross section. 
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ement multiplicities has been discussed in 

tion 6.1.3. However, it is the maximum in the top of the 

y-ray cascade at is needed for calculating the moment of inertia by 

the above method. To obtain this one must transform average multi

p'licity into average spcin, and then go from average to the maximum. 

Multiplici and an lar momentum are clearly related in that 

mu increase but the exact rel ionship di dependi 

case 

stretched 

I R; 2(M 
y 

e nucleus. For the simplest case, a good rotor, all 

ansitions, except the few statistical ones, are 

sitions, so that: 

o) 31. 

where o is the effective number of stati ical y~rays that remove no 

angular momentum. The value of 5 is quite commonly taken between 2 

and 4, and there are indications that this is approximately correct in 

the case good rotors (Simon et al 1977, Hagemann et al 1975, Hillis 

al 1979, Sarantites et al 1978). However, for non~rotational 

nuclei that include dipoles in their yrast-like cascades, either the 

factor 2 (the angular momentum carried off per y-ray) should be 

reduced or 5 should be increased. Thus, considerable knowledge of the 

system is required in order to choose the relationship between spin 

and multiplicity. After that. one must still make an estimate of the 



shape of the angular momentum distribution {triangular, gaussian 

etc.), in order to be able to extrapolate from the average to the 

maximum spin. Another way to estimate the spin at the top of the 
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y~ray cascade is based on the sum of the fusion cross sections up to 

and including the reaction channel of interest, using Equation 18. In 

this sum, one must be careful not to omit reaction channels having 

angular momenta equal to or less than the channel of interest. 

Fortunately these two methods give results that are in general 

agreement. 

The spin and transition energy at the top of the y~ray cascades 

can be used in Equation 6. to obtain a value of the effective moment 

of inertia for that spin. To obtain additional values at lower spins, 

the bombarding energy can be lowered. Or, in the lower~spin region of 

a spectrum where the population is constant (i.e., every cascade goes 

through that region; for example, in a 3n channel at angular momenta 

where the corresponding £~waves lead mainly to the 4n and 5n channels), 

a spin value can be obtained for any transition energy by summing the 

number of transitions up to that point and using Equation 31. (where o 

now refers only to the statistical transitions under the region 

summed). Some estimates for the effective moment of inertia obtained 

by these methods are shown in Figure 27 for the product nucleus 
162 vb (Simonet al 1977). The small dots give the values for the 

known discrete ground~band transitions, and the open circles are for 
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which is known through the backbend. The four 

points wi error are calculated by the 11 edge method~~~ and the 

la dots connected by a solid line are from the method just 

described. 

Both of these methods depend upon associating a given y-ray energy 

with a particular in value. There also exi a 11 differential 11 

hod which utilizes an expression derived from Equation 6. for 

etched E2 transitions: 

- 2E dln 
y 

di 

For a reasonably constant moment of inertia, this becomes: 

The ener·gy difference, ll.E , can be obtained simply from the height 
y 

the y-ray spectrum. For example, on the unfolded spectrum of 

Figure 11, the height of the spectrum gives the number of rotational 

transitions (n ) per energy interval (0.040 MeV in Figure 11) per 
y 

event. The reciprocal. 0.040/n • is the average difference between 
y 

adjacent transition energies 9 6E , and can be related to the moment 
y 

32. 

33. 

of inertia by Equation 33. The values so calculated are also shown in 

Figure 27 as diamonds connected by a dashed line. This method also 
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requires a constant population in the region of application, and so 

has a limited range use {between 0.7 and 1.0 MeV in Figure 11). 

The values from the different methods (shown in Figure 27) are in 

reasonably good agreement, and above spin 20h [(hw) 2 ~ 0.12 MeV] are 

within ten percent of the value for a rigid diffuse sphere of mass 

162. The uncertainties in these values are at least that large~ so 

the results agree with this simple estimate as well as can be expected 

using this approach, 

A newer study using these edge methods gives the results shown in 
. 158~160 Figure 28 (Hillis et a1 1979). The product nucle1 are Er, 

and the edge of the yrast bump is taken from multiplicity curves like 

those in Figure 23. The spins come from average multiplicity data 

using Equation 31. (with a = 4). The measured moments of inertia are 

seen to fall on the rotating liquid-drop estimate, about 10-15 percent 

above the rigid-sphere value. This is in general accu1u with 

Figure 27 for Yb nuclei. 

Recently there has appeared a somewhat more objective method for 

determining the edge of the yrast-like transitions as a function of 

angular momentum input. This involves measuring the total y-ray 

de-excitation energy by placing the target inside a large Nai crystal 

with only narrow channels to admit the beam and to let some external 

counters view the targ The coincident spectrum in the external 

counters can then be measured for different energy "sliceS 11 in the sum 



ectrurn. 

om such a 

increase in 

causes an i 

1 ice 5 

l < 20) ·is 

movem~::nt of 

top 
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Figure 29 shows the spectra taken by an external 

a1 1979). In f" . 1 few spectra the 

angular momentum associated with higher sum energy 

yield of essentially all After about 

lower energy transitions < 0.6 MeV, 

ause the feeding occurs at higher spin. The 

yrast-bump edge to higher energy then becomes notice-

able by subtracting the spectrum of one slice from the next one~ 

the curves in the bottom of the figure are obtained. Their centroids 

an considered to be the average edge, ~ , for the spectra of the 
'{ 

two consecutive slices. The corresponding spin. 1, can be obtained 

from the average multiplicity for the two spectra determined in the 

same measurement. Using I and E in Equation 6. gives an effective 
y 

moment of inertia for that y-ray energy, and values so determined for 

the compound system 164 are shown in Figure 30~ An important 

adv of this method is that the edge and the multiplicity are 

both determined by the input distribution of angular momentum, and no 

extrapolat-ion om average to maximum is required. 

A type of differential method can also be applied to the spectra 

obt ned in coincidence with slices of the total-energy spectrum. The 

area of each difference peak (bottom of Figure 29) gives the incre-

mental number of rotational transitions (half the angular momentum 
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increase 61) and the difference in the centroids of two consecutive 

peaks gives the average increase in transition energy, 6E • Use of 
'Y 

Equation 33. then gives effective moments of inertia which depend 

essentially on the difference in multiplicities rather than on the 

multiplicities themselves, and so provides a partially independent 

evaluation of As can be seen in Figure 30 the integral and 

differential methods are in good agreement. 

This sum-crystal method probably provides the best values 

presently available for moments of inertia at very high spin. They 

are in rather close agreement with the liquid-drop model--about 10 

percent or so above the rigid-sphere values. A few measurements have 

been made comparable spin ranges outside the rare-earth region. 

They also seem to be near the liquid~drop value. Very careful udies 

are underway at present to look for the large increase in moment of 

inertia at the very highest spins that has been predictea by the 

liquid~drop model, and is reinforced in some regi~ns by shell effects 

{Section 2). There is some evidence, both in the A~ 90 and the 

A- 160 regions, for such a 11 giant backbend, 11 or at least for moments 

of inertia well beyond the rigid~sphere value. This is one of the 

most active and exciting areas of high~spin studies at the present 

time. 
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Coll ve Moment of Inertia 

The y--r rum from a rotational nucleus is highly correl 

ial distribution~ and energy. Part of a rotational 

ene level diagram is shown on the left side of Figure 31. and the 

corre ding ay spectrum on the right side. This spectrum is seen 

composed of lly spaced lines. up to some maximum energy 

corre decay of the state with highest angular momentum, 

X 
There c1re at least two k·inds of correlation in th·is spectrum. 

One is of the maximum y-ray energy with Imax• and the previous 

section has discussed how this has led to the evaluation of effective 

moments of inertia in rotational nuclei. In this section. another 

carrel ion win be discussed. that between y-ray energies. One 

illustration of this correlation, which is immediately obvious from 

Figure 31, is that no two y-rays have the same energy. 

A schematic two-dimensional spectrum of one y-ray energy against 

another for a rotational nucleus is shown in Figure 32. The dots 

nt location of coincidences between y-rays de-exciting 

up to I ~ 14 in a perfect rotational band with moment of 

inertia However~ different bands might have somewhat different 

moments of inertia, and the lines through the dots represent bands 

having moments of inertia differing by ±10 percent from It is also 

well known that nuclei align angular momentum at rel ively low spin 

values, and the crosses in Figure 32 are coincidences between 
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transitions from spins 16 to 26h in a band having lTh aligned, also 

with a moment of inertia The light lines through the crosses again 

represent aligned bands differing in by ±10 percent. It is clear 

that even if bands are populated that differ considerably in moment of 

inertia and aligned angular momentum, a strong pattern remains in the 

two dimensional y~y coincidence spectrum. The valley along the 

diagonal, representing the absence of transitions of the same energy, 

is not at all filled, and the first ridge adjacent to it is rather 

clear. (Notice, however, that a single band with a changing moment of 

inertia or alignment has not been considered.) It is then of con~ 

siderable interest to know whether these correlations are present in 

real spectra at very high spins. 

To perform such correlation experiments requires good statistics 

and a method to reduce the number of uncorrelated events. The first 

successful experiment was made by Andersen et al (1979). They used 

four detectors, resulting in six independent pairs, and 9 after equal~ 

izing the gains, plotted every coincidence on a single two-dimensional 

spectrum. A background of uncorrelated events, ~ ..• was subtracted 
lJ 

from the y-y matrix. Basically this background is calculated for the 

point ij from the projections of the row, LN.k' and the column, 
k 1 

IN 1 .• on the assumption that every observed y-ray is equally probably 
1 J 

in coincidence with every other observed one. The correlated two-

dimensional spectrum is then: 



L\N .. 
lJ 

·- N .. 
lJ 

34. 
k 

There are some problems with this subtraction method, and others are 

being explored, but it seems clear that the results discussed here are 

not much affect by these problems. The original experiments were 

limited by beam energies to her low angular momenta. We will 

discuss a ·l study (Del lanque et al 1980) applying this method to 

a system where the maximum angular momentum the nucleus can hold was 

brought 111. 

124 40 164 * The carr ated spectrum for the system Sn + Ar~ Er 

185 MeV 40Ar energy is shown in Figure 33. Three features~ 

be 1 ieved to general, have been pointed out. First, there is a 

distinct valley along the diagonal up to about 1 MeV (spin 40h) having 

a measurable width, and there is some possibility this valley also 

exists in the region above 1.1 MeV. Second. there are a few bridges 

across this valley beginning as low as 0.55-0.60~ev. and continuing 

as far up as the valley persists. Also there are irregularities in 

ri alongside this valley. Finally, there is a general filling 

the valley above -1 MeV, which is rather complete around 1.1 MeV. 

There are many other features in Figure 33 th one would hope to 

unaerstand; however, thus far only these three have been carefully 

considered. 
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The interpretation that has been placed on these data is somewhat 

speculative. but seems sufficiently interesting to describe here. The 

type of decay pathway envisioned is illustrated in Figure 34. The 

scalloped patterns represent successions of rotation bands 

ough which the population flows to the ground state. The transi-

tion between bands might be a simple band crossing as shown, or might 

occur via a statistical transition from a higher band (change of 

temperature); the assumption i that the band character is not a 

strong function of temperature. (This is not known to be the case. 

but represents the simple arting assumption~ and there is no 

evidence to the contrary.} The mathematical description of such a 

band structure is reasonably straightforward. The energy in each band 

is given by: 

E(I) "" 

where 11 is the moment of inertia for collective rotation, ja 

is the aligned angular momentum. E(ja) is the bandhead energy for 

the aligned bands, and one is neglected compared to 1-j . One a 

37. 

possible assumption is that~ 11 and j change smoothly with spin co a 
in a band; however, that is not what happens at low spins in the 

backbending region and it is not suggested by the irregularity of the 

observed correlation spectrum at high spins. The other limiting 
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assumption is that taken in Figure 34; that n and ja are 

approximately constant in a band and change sharply between bands. In 

f 11 is also taken to be constant in Figure 34, and only ja 

and E(ja) change between bands. It is apparent that Equation 370 

cribes a parabola. displaced from the origin horizontally by j a 
and vertic 1y by E(ja)~ and the bands in Fi 34 are ions 

parabolas. The y-ray transition energy within one of these 

bands, holding 11 and ja constant, is: 

"" 2 

Equat"ion 6., usual form for a rotor, can be approximated: 

where ja = 0, corresponding to no horizontal displacement. This 

just gives the envelope of the bands and is the dashed curve in 

39. 

38. 

Fi9ure 34" This moment of inertia must be 11 effective 11 since the spin 

I is composed of both collective rotations~ R1 and aligned angular 

momentum 1 j . The relationship between the moments of inertia is a 
then: 
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I 
11 40. 

a 

Since j~ is 
d 

ected to be large - around one half of I in the 

backbend region, and probably not rel ively smaller at higher 

spins ~· 
11 must be much smaller than reflecting the fact 

that a single particle cannot contribute fully both to the aligned 

angular momentum and to the call ive moment of inertia. Only I and 

E are usually measured, so it is 
y 

and found to roughly equal 

that is normally determined 

rigid-body value. 

The wi h of the valley in a correlation spectrum is related to 

the difference successive transition energies, or to the 

curvature of the energy expression (Equation 37.). Assuming again 

that these occur within a band of constant oll and ja: 

4L 

Thus, the valley wi h measures 

considerably smaller than the 
11 and should give values 

determined from 1 -ray energies 

{Section 6.2). The first results on this point (Oeleplanque et al 

1980), t that this is indeed the case, wHh values of oll 
low as -0.6 J'eff" However, these results are tentative and more 

data are needed. If ::teo 11' 3eff' and I can be reliably measured, 

then one can obtain ja' which would be a very interesting quantity 

to know for these high-spin states. 

as 
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s are e to and~ require a short digression 

ures the ·ior in kbending region at 

ins <20:11. Fi own in F·igure 4 

ex.c pairing is included~ and it covers only a very restricted 

ion, five neate level. e! ( vJ) 0 1 l ne 

·is the Fermi le st l around this line, so 

it ice. A rough way think about this is that in one 

case (e 1 (tu) < 0 for low w) the level is included in the pairing 

correlations and in the other (e 1 (w) > 0 for low w) it is not 

included so that it is a quasiparticle. If particles are placed in 

the levels 1 led A and B (thereby necessarily emptying those labeled 

and ~B), a two~quasiparticle excited band is formed which corre~ 

sponds the most aligned ; 1312 components. As the frequency 

increases the energy this band drops relative to the fully paired 

vacuum (e' = 0) until the point labeled w1 it cross~s the vacuum 

and becomes lowest in energy. This crossing has ~een observed in many 

nuclei and corresponds to the first 11 backbend. 11 If one follows on·ly 

the lowe band, then this process may be expres as AB unpairing 

(or aligning) frequency w1• The important point is that AB will 

unp r in essentially every band at this frequency. As another 

ex~nple~ the two~quasiparticle band EF will be crossed by the four~ 

quasiparticle band ABEF~ ain at w 1 ~ and for EF one could 
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substitute CD, or CDEF, The frequency w is a measurable 

quantity ( /2) ~ and above ument says that certain 

ansition energies many bands wi ly different excitation energies 

will experience a backbending (band crossing). However, a 

complication occurs if ate A has a quasiparticle in it (either a 

single one in an odd-mass nucleus or one of a r such as AE in an 

even-even nucleus). AB cannot unp r--A is blocked--and this 

backbending will not occur. The frequency then increases normally 

with spin to about w = 0.36 MeV, point marked w 2 ~ where BC will 

unp r and align. Again this band crossing can happen in many bands. 

It l s wo 

unp rs, so 

cause a 

shown in F 

momentum 

is ned 

ground b{lnd 

at the same 

noti t 

if B 

d crossi 

imen 

gure 36 (R ·i 

is 

(no 

rot at ·ion a 1 

r 

about this same frequency--0.36 MeV--AD 

an A is blocked~ then AD can unpair and 

a that suggest a reality to such a picture are 

nger et al 1980). Here the aligned angular 

the ncy {!j. The a·l"i gned angu·l ar momentum 

iment d subt spin of the 

icles) from spin the band of interest 

backbends in Figure 36 correspond band crossings; and the sharp 

backbend in the ground band at frequency 0. 27 MeV is in reasonab 1 e 

agreement with the AB unpairing frequency of 0.23 MeV in Figure 

The remarkab 1t:: re Figure 36 is coincident upbending of six 
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ban cJ at nc·ies around w2, 0. MeV. These include three s 

" ·j s blocked 160 and AF in · Yb and A itself in Yb) 1 two 

ere 13 ·j s b·loc in 160vb and B itself in 161 Yb), and the 

pairing vacuum as an excited band above the point where AB crossed. 

The ast band has a second band crossing at a frequency w3 around 

0. v wh i is 1y due a pair of protons and us l s not 

own on Figure are her fascinating s to this 

pi re~ but it is ly in the spin range we want to discuss in 

L Important for the very high spin region are the concepts: 

(a) alignments occur and keep occurring as the frequency increases, 

(b) t occur in many bands a few characteristic frequencies 

ita·ls air or cross~ and (c) they cause major disruptions 

in iona1 bands when they occur. 

lowest~energy bridges in Figure 34 are due to known backbends 

in the nuclei produced. The large one at 0.55 MeV (w- 0.27 MeV) 

corresponds to the first backbends in 158Er and 160Er (the major 

even-even products). Backbending or upbending behavior implies several 

similar energies in the band and thus tends to fill the 

valley. The arguments ju developed in connection with Figure 35 

have demonstrated that a given level crossing will show up in many 

bands at 

must be true 

same rotational frequency (the same y-ray energy). This 

the second large bridge at -0.8 MeV (w- 0.42 MeV)~ 



at the location of the second backbend in 158Er, since the popu

lation of that backbend in the yrast sequence is quite weak but the 
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bridge is a prominent feature. It is known that the first backbend in 

this region of nuclei involves the a1ignment of two ; 1312 neutrons, 

and the second probably the alignment of two h1112 protons. There 

are at least two more higher-energy idges in Figure 34, each of which 

must involve many bands since they have not been observed in any 

discrete-line studies. It is not yet clear which orbitals are involved 

in these higher idges. However, the general behavior up to about 

1 MeV y-ray energy seems reasonably clear~-a deep valley reflecting 

good ational behavior, and a few large irregularities in both the 

valley and ridge cture resulting from alignment of specific high-j 

orbitals. 

Above 1 MeV in Figure 34 the valley is largely filled, and 

completely so in places. It is not really clear what causes this, but 

a reasonable extension of the features described above seems able to 

do it. The levels calculated for protons by rotating a prolate 

potential was shown in Figure 4. The erbium nuclei produced here have 

68 protons, so the Fermi level is in a basically N = 4 shell into 

which an N = 5 (h1112 ) orbital has intruded. If the 68-proton 

region (around the level 523,7/2) in Figure 4 is followed to higher 

frequency, it intersects some strongly downsloping levels at 

w/w0 ~ 0.07 (EY ~ 1.1 MeV for A= 160). These levels come from 
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shell e (N 5 with N ~ 6 intruder). and in fact correspond to 

hig t ali 12 (N = 6) components together with the most 

aligned h912 level. N 6 level coming down into the basically 

N = 4 shell (4N=2) is particularly interesting since it has the same 

and thus can mix into these levels. The neutrons in this 

ion do the same thing (N 7 (j 1512 ) coming into theN= 5 shell) 

about same uency. Thus one might expect many level 

crossings and very disturb rot at i s. this can 

account for the general filling of the valley in this region. If 

true, it could be a reasonably general phenomenon implying tendencies 

nucleus to orne more triaxial and more deformed. It will be 

i ting to try to verify such behavior. 

correlation experiments certainly represent a 

frontier in the continuum work. There are detailed features in the 

low energy region of Fig. 34 that are not yet understood, and tf1e 

cause for the filling of the valley at high spins represents a major 

ect be ied. This kind of experiment could also be done in 

coincidence with an energy-sum spectrometer, to concentrate the 

observed population more on the highest spins. These correlation 

udies seem to offer real hope for a detailed understanding of high~ 

spin states without resolving the spectrum. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

It appears that most nuclei show a compromise between purely 

collective and purely non-collective behavior at very high spins. In 

Section 5 it was shown that non~collective behavior in nuclei has been 

seen only as high as 36 or 37h, at which point a more collective 

structure seems to develop. These angular momenta are the very 

highest observed for discrete states. and even in these cases there is 

some weak collectivity. It would be interesting to understand better 

how the collectivity comes into these states and just what kind of 

collective motion is involved. On the other hand, with increasing 

spin in deformed nuclei, particles begin to decouple from the symmetry 

axis and align their angular momenta directly with that resulting from 

the collective rotation. The alignment of the first two particles 

(backbending) is well studied in many nuclei, and that of the second 

pair, in a few nuclei. In Section 6.3 it became apparent that this 

process continues up to 6 or 8 aligned particles,, at which point a 

qual ative change occurs. It was suggested th this change might be 

the occupation of aligned AN = 2 orbitals 9 but certainly other possi

bilities exist. Regardless of their initial nature, nuclei seem to 

move toward a structure where both collective and non-collective 

features exist at very high spins. The deformations involved at these 

highest spins, seem, from the moment of inertia values in Section 6.2, 

to be moderate, not much larger than those in deformed nuclei at low 
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spins, ough there are i riguing hints that it might sometimes 

become much 1 at the very highest spins. The shapes are not 

ough they seem likely to iaxial--a compromise between 

oblate, favored by the non-collective ion, and prolate, favored by 

the coll ve motion. Overall it is an exciting time, where we have 

lea a lot but can see th there is much more to understand. 

On side, several new tee iques have been 

invented and are being exploited to attack the unresolved y-ray 

spectra from the highest spin states. These include the multiplicity 

filter and -energy spectrometer discussed in Sections 6 1 and 6.2 

correlation methods scribed in Section 6.3. One of the most 

important s is to isolate narrower populations of very high-spin 

ates. The so far possible is about 70 percent full width at 

half maximum (FWHM). Currently under construction are 4w Nai 

wi 100-200 elements, which will be able to select 

multiplicity (and therefore, in most cases, spin~distributions with 

a percent FWHM. This will provide much sharper views of all 

hi in properties. Furthermore, present detectors must always be 

chosen either for good resolution, Ge(Li), or for good response 

fun ion, Nai. Development is underway on detectors, liquid xenon at 

the present moment, that combine both properties. Thus, in this field 

which has been vigorous in new ideas and new techniques, there are 

certainly more to come. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. The solid line indicates the angular momentum value for a 

given mass number A where the fission barrier just vanishes according 

to the liquid drop model, and the dashed line shows where it is about 

8 MeV (Cohen et al 1974). The dotted line is an estimate of the 

boundary between particle evaporation (above) and y-ray emission 

(below) estimated from data in Newton et a·l (1977). 

Figure 2. The left side shows the lowest order estimate for the 

rigid~body momen of inertia of prolate and oblate shapes rotating 

about various axes. The right side shows the corresponding energy 

trajectories for s = 0.3 and mass number 160. 

Figure 3. Energy levels as a function of prolate deformation for 

protons in the range 50~ Z ~ 82, calculated by Gustafson et al (1967) 

using the MHO potential. 

Figure 4. Energy levels as a function of rotational fr~quency for 

protons in a prolate nucleus having ~ = 0.2 and mass number 165 as 

calculated by Andersson et al (1976) using the MHO potential. The 

solid and dashed lines correspond to states having different symmetry 
i.rj 

with respect to e x (different ~signatures"). 

Figure 5. Potential energy surfaces of 160Yb for different angular 

momenta. The contours are 0.5 MeV apart and the shaded regions are 

those of lowest energy. Taken from Andersson et al (1976). 
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Figure 6. Trajectories in the E,y plane of the calculated equilibrium 

shape for isotopes 

The dash nnes indi 

Yb as a function of total angular momentum, I. 

a discontinuous change of shape. Due to 

Andersson et al (1976). 

Figure 7. The neutron shell energy for a prolate rotating system with 

axes ratio 2:1 (E = 0.6) and hexadecapole deformation, E4 = 0.08. 

contour interval is 0.5 MeV, and the negative energy regions are 

shaded. The culations were made with the MHO potential as reported 

by Leander et al (1979). 

Figure 8. Statistical model calculations for the reaction 

124sn( 40Ar,xn) 164 ~x Er at 147 MeV as given by Hillis et al 

(1979). The upper plot shows the angular momentum input and 

excit ion energy (53.8 MeV), and those below it show the populations 

1 to 5 neutrons. The shaded regions do not emit 

more parUc1es 9 and deexcite by y~ray em·ission. The dashed line is 

the entry line. The side and bottom plots show the correlation of 

reaction channel with excitation energy and angular momentum, 

respe ive·ly, 

Figure 9. Typical y~ray deexcitation pathways to the ground state. 

The statistical transitions are the vertical arrows which lower the 

temperature of the system~ whereas the yrast~like transitions are 

roughly parallel to the yrast line and remove the angular momentum of 

the system. 
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Figure 10. Pulse-height spectra from a Nai detector, taken in 

coincidence with neutrons, for reactions leading to 174w, before and 

after subtraction of the discrete lines (Newton & Sie 1980). 

Figure 11. Sodium iodide pulse-height (squares) and unfolded (black 

dots) y-ray spectra (0° + 45° + 90°) from the reaction 

126re( 40Ar,4n) 162 vb at 181 MeV. The larger dots are averaged 

over five channels. At the top is the 0°/90° ratio for the unfolded 

spectra. At the bottom are schematic unfolded spectra for the same 

case (solid line) and for 80se( 86Kr,4n) 162vb at 331 meV (dotted 

line), 126 re( 40Ar,4n) 162vb at 157 MeV (longer dashed line), and 

150sm( 16o,4n) 162vb at 87 MeV (shorter-dashed line) (Simon et al 

1977). 

Figure 12. Conversion-electron coefficients (circles) determined with 

a mini-orange spectrometer and a Nai detector, both in coincidence 

with a Ge(Li) detector in order to pick out the 

146Nd( 20Ne,4n) 162vb channel. The points are coefficients 

obtained with an open gate on the Ge(Li) detector, and the curves are 

the theoretical E1, E2, and M1 values (Feenstra et al 1979). 

Figure 13. Partial level scheme for 176Hf showing high-spin 

bandheads (Khoo et al 1976). 

Figure 14. Level scheme for 212Rn [including the unobserved 

transition ~ ~ E(22+) - E(20+)]. Energies are in KeV (Horn et al 

1977). 
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Figure p 1 of energy ':!,'!!, I (I + 1) for yrast leve'ls of 

2R n. The dash ·: i ne is drawn through points above 20h. 

Figure 16, Reg ion of Periodic Table searched for h·i pin isomeric 

states, Compound terns formed via 40Ar, 50r;, and 65cu beams 

are indicated as dash squares, Sys with positive resul have 

fil.led squares, final nuclei probably have 3-5 fewer neutrons 

(Pedersen al 19 ) 0 

Fi 17 0 Lev Dy ( et al 1979), 

Figure 18, p·Jot energy vs I{I + 1) for yrast levels of 152oy 

assuming I ~ 17 the 60 ns iSomer. For r > 14' the a lie close 

to a straight line with slope corresponding to 

00 1 ) ' 

Figure 19. Plot of energy vs for the yrast levels nuc·lei with 

indica n on number as calcul with a rotating s ical 
-'-~~-~~-

Nilsson poten al [L. G. Moretto, unpublished work (1979)]. 

Figure 20. P1ots of mult-ipo1e spectra y!j_ y~ray transition energy for 

stretched qu upole (full lines) and stretched di~ole (dotted lines) 

components for the principa"l product nuclei shmvn by symbol in 

ion of the le given as an ins These spectra were 

determ·i ned om unfo1 ctra of 7.6 x 7.6 em Nai detectors 
0 

90° to the beam. A multiplicity filter of six 

additional Nal counters arranged in a vertical plane helped select 

nuclei aligned along a particular axis (Delepl ue et al 1978a). 



Figure 21. (a) Pulse-height spectra at 0° for a self-supporting 

(solid curve) and for a gold-backed (dotted curve) 27Al target 

136 16~ * irradiated by Xe to give JHo (b) Ratio of the two 
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spectra in (a). (c) Ratios of the unfolded spectra from (a) are given 

as dots. The solid curve represents the best fit of the calculated 

ratios (see text) to the data, giving an average B(E2) value of 270 ± 

100 single-particle units. The dashed lines show these error limits 

(HUbel et al 1978). 

Figure 22. Schematic representations of unfolded Yb continuum spectra 

following 40Ar reactions. The 5n and 4n channels at 181 MeV 

correspond to about the same angular momenta as the 4n and 3n channels 

at 157 MeV (Simon et al 1977). 

Figure 23. Observed (left) and calculated (right) multiplicity 

spectra vs E for the 124sn + 40Ar system at the indicated 
- y 

bombarding energies. One Nai y~ray spectrum is also shown 

{Delep1anque al 1978b). 

Figure 24. Plots of multiplicity ::!2.. y~ray transitfon energy for the 

systems (a) 82 se + 40Ar and (b) 100Mo + 
40Ar for the indicated 

bombarding energies. One Nal y-ray spectrum is also shown for each 

system (Deleplanque et al 1978b). 
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Figure 25. (a) Spectra at Oo for 124sn + 40Ar system (dashed 

119 40 line) and -sn + Ar system (solid line) in four-fold 

coincidence with a multiplicity filter. (b) Spectra for 154Er (thick 

155 line) and Er (dot-dashed line). 

124sn + 40Ar system (open squares) 

(c) Multiplicity spectra for the 

and the 119sn + 40Ar system 

(filled squares) (Deleplanque a I 1979). 

Figure 72 
The location of the entry line for · Se made by the 

+ · 58N. ( 16o 2 ) d d f 5r 60 d 65 ~'l V reacwlOn 1 ,_py , an average ·or ~~ , an 1·e 

bombarding energies. Values of the excitation energy are obtained 

from the product <M )(E >, and the corresponding values of I are 
y y 

rived from (M ). The yrast line at low energies comes from known 
y 

states. and the extrapol dashed line is calculated for a rigid 

rotor with 2J/h2 ~ 40 Mev-1. The entry line predicted from a 

statistical model calculation is also shown (Tj¢m et al 1978). 

Figure 27. Plot of h
2 ':!2, (hw) 2 for 162 Yb. The small dots 

are the known discrete ansitions, and the open sircles are the known 

transitions in the isotone 160Er. The large dots connected by a 

solid line are v ues in 162 vb derived by the integral method from 

the 181 MeV 40Ar spectrum for E between 0.7 and 1 MeV, and the 
'Y 

diamonds come from the differential method applied to the same data. 

The square, triangles, and circle represent values for the moment of 

inertia derived from the yrast bump edge for 87 MeV 16o, 157 MeV 

40
Ar, 331 MeV 86Kr, and 181 ~leV 40Ar reactions, respectively. 
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The horizontal dashed line corresponds to a rigid diffuse sphere with 

A= 162 (Simon et al 1977). 

Figure 28. Plot of 2'3-Jn2 :12 (nw) 2 for the compound system 

162 Er*. The data on the left are obtained from the known 

transitions in 158Er. The right-hand values are obtained by 

determining the average multiplicity (with a multiplicity filter) and 

the _yrast bump edge from the multiplicity peak in (fvJ./ :12 EY 

plots. The dashed line is the moment of inertia predicted from a 

rotating liquid drop with A= 158 (Hillis et al 1979). 

Figure 29. (Top) Spectra from a 7.6 em x 7.6 em Nai detector (number 

of transitions per 200 keV per event) for consecutive ~4 MeV wide 

slices of the coincident total y-ray energy spectrum from 185 MeV 

40Ar + 124sn ~ 164Er* observed with a 33 em x 20 em sum 

crystal. (Bottom) The difference in spectra from neighboring slices 

as indicated in the figure (K6rner et al 1979). 

Figure 30. Plot of 2"3/n2 vs (nw) 2 for the compound system 

164Er* made by 40Ar + 124sn. The solid circles to spin 32n are 

the known transitions in 158Er. The symbols without error bars are 

calculated from the expression 21Jh2 = 8/~E (Equation 41.). The 
y 

pure liquid-drop prediction is indicated by the dashed line. 

Figure 31. Schematic energy level spectrum of a rotor on the left, 

and its y-ray spectrum on the right. Each vertical line on this 

spectrum represents a transition between adjacent rotational levels. 



Figure 32. Schematic correlation plot for a rotational nucleus. The 

dots locate the coincidences for a band with spins up to 14h and 

moment of inertia and the heavy lines show the e ct of bands 

where J differs by ~10 percent. The crosses show the location of 

coincidences in a band with 

momentum, and moment of i 

ins 16 to 26h, llh of aligned angular 

ia l. The light lines again show the 

e bands di ing in by 10 percent. 

Figure 33. Carrel ion spectrum from the reaction 

1245 (40A )164-xE M V -h d · k G L" .n r,xn ·rat e. l ,e ata were ta en on .::1e 1 

tors and treated according to Equation 34. The plot shows 

contours of equal numbers of correlated events 1 where the darker 

ions have more counts a ing to the scale the right edge. 

data are from De1eplanque et al (1980). 

Figure 34. ematic illustr ion of the bands in a decay pathway 

(solid lines) and their envelope (dashed line). 

are somewhat 

50 MeV"~l ~ 2 

the bands, ·in 

itrary but were taken to be 2 
2 . '~1 . 

/h "' 1 00 MeV ; J a ~ 0 ~ 10, 

of increasing ener 

The plDt parameters 

2 
11/h "" 

~ and 24h for 

Figure 35. Cranking model calculations of energy in the rotating 

arne, e 9 (w) vs w for neutrons around N "" 90. The levels marked A, 

B. C, and 0 are components of the 11312 orbital, while those 

labelled E, F, G, and H have negative parity (N = 5 shell). The 

different types of lines refer to different signatures of the levels. 

The figure is from Riedinger a·! (1980). 



112 

Figure 36. Plot of alignment~ i, .Y2 w for bands in 160Yb and 

161 The proposed labeling of the bands is according to the 

nomenclature on Figure 35. Taken from Riedinger et al {1980). 
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